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Miller maintains
his innocence
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
Daniel T. Miller, 22, maintains his innocence in
the Oct. 4 assault of Stephanie Davenport of Sharpe
and the Oct. 5 assault and robbery of Nancy Williams
of Hamlin.
From a conference room at the Marshall County
Jail Tuesday, a handcuffed Miller told the Ledger he
ran from Marshall County authorities (Oct. 4)
because of a previous Illinois driving offense.
Miller pled not guilty Tuesday in Marshall County
Circuit Court to 14 grand jury indictments ranging
from attempted murder to sodomy and rape for the
assault on Davenport.
A Calloway County grand jury is expected to
indict Miller sometime next week for the assault on
Williams.
"I was at home (the night of Oct. 4) and (a female
friend) stopped by and said there were cops around
my car. I didn't want to go back to jail for a driving

Myhill plays
at state golf
tournament
Page 11
NATIONAL

O.J. tries to
explain position
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Once again, it came down to
gloves: O.J. Simpson said
nobody told him NBC would be
taking them off. So he balked,
backing out of what some had
touted as the Interview of the
Century.
Simpson expressed bewilderment, saying in a statement
that he had a "conversation" in
mind, not a "confrontation,"
and that he didn't want NBC to
"retry me."
What NBC had in mind was
serious journalism, not a football halftime show, and instead
of • scripted softballs froin Bob
Costas, Simpson would be facing hard-hitting questions from
Tom Brokaw and Katie Couric.
After a bunch of phone calls,
both sides decided to call the
whole thing off..

GOP candidates
take to TV forum
MANCHESTER, N.H. (AP)
— After a few minutes together
in the dark, 10 Republican
presidential candidates used
their first televised forum to
politely compete for support in
New Hampshire's leadoff primary, a tone that suited frontrunner Bob Dole just fine.
"We did what we needed to
do," the Senate majority leader
said Wednesday night after the
90-minute event. "I'm running
against (President) Clinton."
Given a format that did not
allow the candidates to interact,
the GOP hopefuls used their
roughly eight minutes of air
time to introduce themselves to
New Hampshire voters.

WEATHER
Tonight...Clear. Low in the
middle 50s. Light south wind.
Friday...Becoming partly
cloudy and continued warm.
High around 80.
LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY. ...357.4,-0.1/70'
356.7,+0.1/72
BARKLEY.
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A DOG'S LIFE: The Murray Are Department's mascot, "Sissy," received all the
love she could handle Wednesday from the students of Murray Elementary School.
The MFD was at the school demonstrating equipment and giving presentations for
Fire Prevention Week.

offense, so I panicked...," Miller said.
He explained that earlier he had made an illegal U-turn in front of an officer and thought
authorities were investigating that incident.
Although he denied it, Miller was wanted before Oct 4. for violating his Illinois parole.
According to Rita Crifasi, spokeswoman with the Illinois Department of Corrections,
Miller was scheduled for release from parole Oct. 21, 1995.
"If he had moved after that date, he would have been all right, but he didn't have permission to leave Illinois when he did," Crafasi said.
Crafasi said Miller's record consists of a conviction in 1991 for auto theft and 1993
convictions for unlawful restraint, robbery and aggravated battery.
Miller said the latter was a domestic dispute involving his wife, who is now 29.
"That was a fight between me and my wife. She felt she shouldn't be treated that way,"
Miller said when asked about the charge.
Miller's wife is expected to give birth to their second child in 11 weeks.
Miller moved from Chicago to Running Bear subdivision in Marshall County March 13.
He said he was looking for work around Florida, but liked this area.
_
A small diesel mechanic by trade, Miller Said -he -had gone to lookfor a friend on the
morning of Davenport's assault.
According to Miller, the friend was going to get him a painting job but was not home.
Miller alleges he returned to his residence within half an hour of his departure.
"I left my house around noon and was back home by 12:30 p.m.," Miller said.
II See Page 2

Residents urged to learn road names
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
New road signs in the county
may be a source of confusion for
some residents, but rescue workers are emphasizing the importance of giving detailed
directions.
"Try to give the old road name
and the new one when calling in

an emergency," said Ricky Harris, dispatcher for Murray Police
Department. "People need to be
as calm as possible. Our dispatchers know the county pretty
well."
As part of the 911 project,
about 87 of the county's 1,200
roads have new names, according
to 911 Coordinator Ed Pavlick.
Adjusting to those names has

already caused some confusion
for some residents.
Because many people have
always thought of KY 893 as
New Providence Road, firemen
headed in that direction last
weekend when a fire call came
in, only to realize they couldn't
locate the fire,
Once they were given additional information that led them to

the actual road, they found the
house.
"The road signs weren't
wrong," Pavlick said. "Sometimes people may associate a
road to where it goes. That is the
confusion."
When the firemen arrived at
the correct location„the road was
actually marked with two different road signs — one put up by

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
When attorney general candidates
Ben Chandler and Will T. Scott
finally faced each other, it was
Chandler who took to the
offensive.
Although he accused Scott of
attacking him, Chandler was the
one lobbing charges and allegations against his opponent during
an appearance Wednesday before
the women lawyer's section of
the Fayette County Bar
Association.
Chandler listed seven reasons
he said Scott was not qualified to
be attorney general, most of them
related to the lawsuit that questions Chandler's own qualifications for the job.
Included in Chandler's list was
that Scott is negative, files frivolous lawsuits, doesn't know the
law and acts beneath the dignity
of the office. In addition, "He
doesn't tell the truth," Chandler
said.
Scott did not technically file
the lawsuit that alleged Chandler
did not meet the constitutional
requirement of eight years as a
practicing lawyer. But he argued
the case at the trial court and
before the Court of Appeals, both

the county saying New Providence Road and the other, which
was across the road, saying Calvin Wilson Road.
According to Pavlick, the road
appears on the county map as
New Providence Road.
"When calls come in from the
county, residents need to specify
II

See Page 2

Medicare
vote set
for House

Chandler
goes on
offensive

•See Page 2
•

DANIEL T. MILLER

By CHRISTOPHER CONNELL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — After
sailing through two committees
with not a single dissenting
Republican vote, the next stop for
the GOP plan for major reconstructive surgery on Medicare is
the House floor.
Despite often rancorous debate
and scathing criticisms from
Democrats, the blueprint for saving $270 billion from Medicare
over seven years while allowing
the elderly to switch to private
health plans cleared both the
Ways and Means and Commerce
committees on straight party-line
votes.
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Tries photo
SPRUCING UP: Calloway County senior soccer players Josh Arent and Brock Jones bring fall decorations to a home In Murray Wednesday afternoon. The Calloway County Soccer Team is selling decorations, which Includes the delivery, as a fundraising project. For more information, call 753-1870.

KSP clears McCracken jailers
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A
Kentucky State Police investigation has cleared McCracken
County Jail employees of sexual
misconduct allegations, officials
announced.
McCracken County Jailer Cliff

Gill asked for the investigation of
deputy jailers on Aug. 29.
Gill made the request after an
anonymous letter sent to JudgeExecutive Danny Orazine and
other officials alleged that several
male jailers had both forced and

unforced sexual contact with
female inmates.
In his request to the state
police, Gill said he thought it was
likely that the anonymous teller

• See Page 2

"We're witnessing history,"
Rep. Bill Archer, R-Texas, the
Ways and Means chairman, proclaimed Wednesday following the
22-14 vote. "We have saved
Medicare. We have preserved it
for senior citizens and ... for
those who will become senior
citizens."
Nine hours later, shortly after
midnight, Commerce stamped its
approval on a nearly identical bill
by a 27-22 margin.
House Speaker Newt Gingrich
is expected to bring the measure

•See Page 2
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exactly where the location is,"
said Greg Cherry, chief of Calloway County Fire-Rescue. "It is
important to give landmarks
because that can be helpful."
Cherry also emphasized that
residents with automatic fire callin alarms should set their systems
to provide a detailed description
of where the house is located.
"Maps have been given to
emergency personnel with the
current names cross-referenced
with the old ones," Pavlick said.
The changes actually began a
few months ago when Pavlick
received tentative approval of a

Chandler..
FROM PAGE 1
of which ruled in Chandler's
favor.
And Scott has been the aggressor in the campaign thus far,
repeatedly questioning Chandler's experience and qualifications. Scott said his tenure as an
assistant commonwealth's attorney and circuit court judge in
Pike County make him the better
candidate.
Scott kept up that theme Wednesday, pointing out that he has
been a lawyer for 21 years and
was in the courtroom when
Chandler was just 18 years old.
Scott also has accused Chandler
of ducking him at public debates.
Chandler replied that the lawsuit itself - and the speed with
which the courts have denied it
- was evidence that Scott was
not competent to be attorney
general.
The appearance Wednesday
was one of only two the candidates have accepted together.
"So who is afraid of bearing
their soul and answering your
questions?" Scott said.
Chandler emphasized his
record as state auditor and said
he has shown diligence and integrity, uncovering waste and corruption and attacking dishonest
officeholders of both parties.
He then pointed out that
Scott's campaign has featured
such things as the candidate driving race cars, parachuting from
airplanes and driving mule teams.

•Miller...
"The agreement was that costs
list of road names.
would be cut by allowing KSP to
"I began putting up the signs
do it." Pavlick said.
and that was done more to get a
For the past 37 months, Calloreaction from the residents
way Countians have paid an addibecause once we announce the
new addresses, then it becomes tional SI on their phone bills to
be placed in the 911 account. So
difficult to change the road
far, approximately $240,000 has
name," he said.
been accrued.
Pavlick estimated that the postWhile some people have sugal service will begin sending out
notification of new addresses in gested that Calloway should
handle its own dispatching sermid-November which will allow
emergency crews to locate the vices, Pavlick said that option is
residences through a numbering not without financial risk.
"The agreement calls for us to
system found on the 911 maps.
"We will ask people to write lose our money if we were to pull
their address exactly as we have out," he said. "We stand to lose a
it listed on the card," he said. lot of money.
"1 would love to see Murray
Pavlick said the road name
changes were necessary to avoid and Calloway County go together
duplication and to avoid sound-a- because I know we would like to
have one public service answerlike names.
"We also broke up roads so ing point," he said.
When the first of the five
that when emergency crews
respond to a call, they don't have counties (Ballard) went online
to worry about which way they with its 911 service, a caller originally had to explain the situation
need to go," Pavlick said.
For example, if a main road to the KSP dispatcher and then
bisects a secondary road, one side explain it again once the call was
of the secondary road has one transferred to the appropriate locname and the other side has al agency.
"That has changed now so that
another name. That means that
Poor Farm Road will receive a KSP simply determines that it is
different name when it crosses an emergency and then transfers
the call so that the caller only has
Penny Highway.
"We will eventually have 150 to explain it once," Pavlick said.
names that will be changed," he "There shouldn't be any probsaid. "Some of the rescue people lems except KSP has been having
have said it is confusing, but the difficulties getting an adequate
emergency crew leadership is number of dispatchers."
According to Pavlick, Callohappy."
When Calloway County began way has met all the requirements
its 911 program more than three for 911 service and when it will
years ago, it entered into an inter- be activated is in the hands of the
local agreement with four other telephone companies and the
counties designating the Kentuck- Purchase Area Development Disy State Police as the primary dis- trict Office.
"We will be in after 48 months
patch center.
of work, which is actually shorter
than what the phone companies
estimated," he said. "My best
guess is that by the first quarter
of next year, we will have the
service in the county."
Pick 3
Until then, Pavlick encourages
9-7-4
residents to pay attention to the
Pick 4
new road names and give adequ4-1-1-5
ate directions.
Cash 5
"It is very important to check
8-15-16-24-33
the road names," he said. "Even
now, if signs are down, people
Lotto
5-14-16-17-18-31
have been very good about calling and reporting them."
For additional information
about the 911 system, contact
Sponsored by:
Shell Pavlick at 759-9143.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

9cr-Ce

FROM PAGE 1
According to Kentucky State
Police reports, Davenport's husband (Randy) interrupted the
assault on his wife around 11:25

the call about Mrs. Williams.
From the description she gave
and the severity of her assault, I
put two and two together and
called Marshall County and told
them we might have him here in
Davenport's husband said he Calloway," Scott said last week.
fired a gun at the vehicle that
Miller said when he couldn't
drove away from his house.
get a chance to call home, he
From a description given by "headed south," on Highway 641
Randy Davenport, KSP started and drove directly out of the
searching for a medium to dark- state.
blue, late '70s, early '80s model,
Miller said he had no particular
four-door car.
destination in mind.
This matches the description
"I thought I'd go where (HurriMiller gave of his wife's 1982, cane Opal) was because I knew
dark -blue, four-door Buick there was work down there," he
LeSabre.
said.
"From the information Mr.
Later that evening, in Jones
Davenport gave us (Oct 4), we County, Miss., Miller said he
identified the vehicle as belong- looked in his rear-view mirror
ing to (Miller)," KSP Trooper and noticed an Ellisville police
Chuck Robertson said.
cruiser following him.
Robertson said Stephanie
"I was in a stolen truck. I
Davenport later identified Miller thought that's what they were
from a police lineup photograph. getting me for, so I took off
KSP and Marshall County again," he said.
Sheriffs officials, along with
Miller led Ellisville police on a
extra manpower from the Callo- pursuit that ended with a foot
way County Sheriffs office, set chase after he wrecked the Marup a network of roadblocks and shall County truck.
patrols the night of,Oct. 4 lookAccording to KSP reports,
ing for Miller.
Miller was picked out of a lineup
Miller said he fled apprehen- by a Jones County woman who
sion by stealing a two-tone said Miller tried to run her car off
Dodge truck.
the road (similar to Williams'
"...I panicked. I stole a truck story) and fired a gun at her as
and took off.
she fled into her house.
"I drove down the only road
Ellisville Police Chief R.L.
(Highway 58) that didn't have a Jenkins said a .22 caliber pistol
roadblock on it," Miller said. "I was found on the seat of the stoguess I got pretty lucky."
len truck.
After Miller fled authorities at
"(Ellisville police) told me it
his residence, he said he ended hadn't even been fired," Miller
up at a Marshall County conveni- said.
ence store where he waited across
According to Investigator Mel
the street in the truck until he Riley of the Jones County Shercould call his wife.
iffs Department, the nine-shot
"There were cops in and out of revolver didn't have any
that store all night. I waited there expended shells in it.
until about 6:30 or 7 a.m. (Oct
"When we found it, all nine
5)," he said.
shells were intact (not fired),"
According to KSP reports, Riley said. "But between the vicWilliams was assaulted in the tim's accounts and witnesses, we
parking lot of the Blood River believe he fired between three
Baptist Church around 6:30 a.m. and six shots at her. In the eight
Oct. 5.
miles between the time he fired
Calloway County Sheriff Stan the gun to the time we caught
Scott said Williams gave a him, he had the opportunity to
description of her assailant and a reload the gun."
red truck that tried to run her off
Riley said close to 150 bullets
the road. The description matched were found in the truck, none of
Miller and the stolen truck.
which had been discharged.
"I had just gotten into town
Upon his return to Kentucky
from helping Marshall County via state police escort, Miller was
look for Mr. Miller when I got taken to the Marshall
County

III Jailers...

Hospital where blood, hair and
skin samples were taken as pan
of a search warrant.
Marshall County Attorney Don
Thomas told the Ledger Monday
that the samples will be sent to
the state forensics laboratory to
see if Miller could be involved in
the murders of Theresa Miller
June 16 and Charles Hensley
Sept. 28, both of Calvert City.
"I'm confident, that when that
evidence comes back, they'll
know I had nothing to do with
any of these things," Miller said
several times, speaking of the
two murders and both assaults.
Miller claims to have been in
Old Gilbertsville helping friends
prepare for a wedding June 16,
the morning of (Theresa) Miller's
murder.
According to Miller's brotherin-law, numerous people can verify his whereabouts on that day.
"I was there all day doing yard
work like pulling up stumps and
stuff like that," Miller said.
Neither Miller nor his brotherin-law would give the name of
the wedding party.
When asked about his whereabouts on the day Hensley was
murdered, Miller said, "My wife
would know. I couldn't tell
you...that was a while ago."
Miller's wife could not be
reached for comment.
Currently, Miller sits in Marshall County Jail in lieu of a
$2,625,000 cash bond while he
awaits his Oct. 18 pre-trial hearing in the Davenport case.
"I hope this is all over in 11
weeks so I can see my baby
born," he said.
Miller was also indicted and is
a suspect in a number of burglaries in Marshall and McCracken
counties. KSP officials found
items reported stolen in recent
burglaries at Miller's residence.
Miller said he bought at least
one of the items, a guitar, from
an individual outside a Paducah
pawn shop for $50. He was
charged with receiving stolen
property over $300 for the guitar
and other items.
The charges Miller faces in
Marshall County are separate
from charges expected from Calloway County. Miller is expected'
to stand trial in both counties fOr
his alleged crime spree.

had been written by a disgruntled
inmate or employee.
Gill said Wednesday that the
letter not only made.serious allegations but had another effect.
"When something like this

The letter asked for an investicomes up, it really hurts morale," he said, "Sometimes peo- - g_atiotl of five deputy jailers. In
pie perceive those who work in addition to the sex misconduct
jails are on the stupid and sadistic allegations, the letter alleged
side anyway, which, of course, there was sexual discrimination
isn't true. It is hard enough to and beatings at the jail.
work in a place like this, we
Gill said the state police probe
don't need unfounded
was concluded in one day.
allegations."

FROM PAGE 1
to a vote in the full House next
Thursday. A similar bill is pending in the Senate.
President Clinton has
threatened a veto. Health and
Human Services Secretary Donna

Shalala was addressing the House
Democratic caucus today to step
up the administration's attack on
the GOP reductions in both Medicare and Medicaid.
Democrats have claimed some
Republicans were getting cold

FROM. PAGE 1

If you need more coverage
than this, you'll have to
contact your insurance agent. •Medicare...
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feet about making the massive
changes to Medicare, but there
was no evidence of that in the
House committees.

SUBSCRIBE

Lumber&Bun
Summer
Clearance
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WAS NOW

BUDGET BARN
We've expanded our presence in Indiana, Kentucky and Illinois with the largest home rate calling
area. United States Cellular"' is now offering home rates to eastern Illinois, southern Indiana
and
western Kentucky. That means no roaming or daily surcharge fees in your home rate coverage area.
So our customers can call a lot further for a lot less. Plus, we make receiving calls easier with
automatic call delivery. And now people can reach you
in over 500 cities by simply dialing your phone number.
not a complicated ten digit roamer access code. Which,
when you think about it, is just a little extra insurance.

50 OFF

CELLULAR

SERVICE

FREE 100 Mile
Delivery & Set Up
90 Days Same As Cash
(To qualified buyers with approved credit)
§X16
8X 12
8X8
64 sq. ft. 96 sq. ft. 128 sq. ft.

UNITED STATES

CELLULAR
MOBILE TELEPHONE NE7WORK

Offer valid at the following United States Cellular locations:
906 A South 12th Street, Murray. 753-7533
1733 Kentucky Avenue, Paducah, 444-0084
Requires a new. one year service agreement, Not valid in coniunction with any other offer
t redd approval required. Void where prohibited Other restrictions and charges may apply
Offer expires 11/19/95.

NOW OFFERING

NATIONWIDE

CALL

DELIVERY

Park Bench
89.99
Prefinished Swing 110.99
All Wood Swing
53.49
Vanilla Glider
145.99
White Vinyl Glider 201.99
High Back Glider
Chair
102.99
6' Picnic Table
(assembled)
139.99
8' Picnic Table
(assembled)
159.99
Coffee Table Wh.
Vinyl
54.39
Picnic Table Frames 56.79
Swing Frame Green 74.69
Pine Nuggets
2.69
Stepping Stones
2.29

6729
79.49
3829
114.09
144.39
73.99
80.09
98.09
36.99
36.99
53.39
1.59
1.89

Treas Lumber Do-it Center
Bel-Air Shopping Center • Murray, KY
759-1390
• Your Home Investment Company

Since 1884 Monday-Friday 7:30-6; Saturday 8-4

Bak Prices Good at Murray Store Only1 • Other Locatioae: Benton & Lake City

•
•

•
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Every Friday Night!

Local lawyer stars in play
Murray attorney Bill Phillips
stars in Market House Theatre's
upcoming production of "Shadowlands," the true-life love story of
renowned author C.S. Lewis and
American poet Joy Davidman.
Phillips returns to the stage as
Lewis, with Lisa Wynn as Joy.
Phillips's last appearance was 6
years ago in "Sleuth." He is very
active with Murray's Playhouse in
the Park, where he most recently
portrayed Professor Harold Hill in
"The Music Man."
Phillips has also appeared in such
shows as "Death of a Salesman,"
"Oliver," "My Fair Lady," and "As
You Like It." Wynn's credits include playing Kate in "Broadway
Bound" and Antonia in "Man of La
Mancha." She also directed a number of one-acts, including "Testament" and "A Matter of Time."
"Shadowlands," by William Nicholson, focuses on C.S. Lewis and
Joy Davidman's relationship which
begins as an exchange of letters and
grows into a warm friendship.
Lewis eventually marries Davidman so she won't be deported, but
eventually this marriage ofconveni-

Regular Bingo 7 00 p.m
ence turns into one of a deep, and
abiding love.
"Shadowlands" is a poignant exploration of the thrill of finding a
soulmate and the agony of watching
helplessly as that precious connection is broken. This radiant play was
the basis of the acclaimed movie
starring Anthony Hopkins and Debra Winger.
Performances are Oct. 19-22,
26-29 and Nov. 2-5. Show times are
at 8 p.m., with Sunday matinees at
2:30. Tickets are $6 and $7 for
Thursday evenings and Sunday Matinees; $7 and $8 for Friday and
Saturday evening performances.
Group rate discounts are available
for groups of 15 or more."Shadowlands" is sponsored by Continental
General Tire.
Tickets can be obtained by phoning Market House Theatre at (502)
444-6828, Tuesday through Friday
between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m. Market
House Theatre, located at 141 Kentucky Ave., in Paducah, is wheelchair accessible and equipped with
an infrared listening system for
hearing imparied patrons.

MSU senior recitals
announced in October
Two senior recitals will be held
October in the Farrell Recital Hall
of the Fine Arts Building at Murray
State University.
Karen P. Wood of Lexington will
be presenting a flute recital with
accompanist Pat Bomba on Oct. 17
at 8 p.m. Composers presented will
be Bach, Villa-Lobos, Damase and
Bolling. Wood is the daughter of
Richard and Deanna Wood of Lexington.
On Tuesday evening, Oct. 17,
Philip Brown, trombonist, will perform a recital in Farrell Recital Hall
in the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
on the campus of Murray State
University. The recital will begin at
6:30. There is no admission charge.
Brown is currently a junior at the
Oberlin Conservatory of Music in
Oberlin,Ohio, where he is pursuing
the Bachelor of Music degree in
performance. His trombone teacher
at Oberlin is Raymond Premru.

New Location - 121 North
(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)

* Special Games
Double Bingo Pays
GM, 75% and 90%

Just Think What You
Could Buy With All The
Money You Save.
Murray resident Bill Phillips and Paducah resident Lisa Wynn star as C.S.
Lewis and American poet Joy Davidman In Market House Theatre's upcoming
production of "Shadowlands." This true-life love story opens Oct. 19 at the
downtown Paducah theatre and continues for a three weekend run. Tickets
are $6, $7, and $8 and can be reserved by phoning MHT at (502) 444-6828.

( Like one of our blowers for instance.)

$329.95

MSU theatre introduces
production of `Oleanna'

The Murray State University
theatre department will present a
production of the smashing controversial drama Oleanna by David
Mamet on Oct. 12 and 14.
Before entering Oberlin, he atThis two-character play presents
tended Murray High School and an investigation of'political correctstudied trombone with Professor ness' and sexual harassment.
Raymond Conklin of Murray State Oleanna revolves around the issue
of sexual harassment on a faculty/
University.
In the spring of 1992, he was teacher level and has been named
named the National Winner of the "one of the 10 best plays of 1992."
This performance will also be
Music Teachers' National Association Yamaha High School Brass
Competition, the final round of
which was held in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin. He has participated in
summer programs at the Kentucky
Governor's School for the Arts, the
Boston University Tanglewood Institute, and the National Symphony
Orchestra Summer Music Institute.
He is the son ofStephen and Eleanor
Brown of Murray.
Brown's program will include
works by Besozzi, Brahms and
Constantinides. Assisting Philip in
his program will be John Schlabach
and Stephen Brown, both on the
faculty in the Department of Music
of Murray State University.

YOUR
ETV —

HELPING
HANDS
HELPING

4111.
Pr

featured at the Kentucky Theatre
Association festival. Balthrop said,
"We can enter the production in the
Kentucky Theatre Fesitval that will
be here in November. If we do well
in this competition, the show could
move forward to regional competition. That is a very positive
possibility."
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FE5TIVAL

Hwy 68 • AURORA, KY
FLEA MARKET ACROSS THE STREET/

MAIN FEsrivAL SrrE ON

FREE TROLLEY RIDES!!

dio,PREt

To & From Parking Areas

10pM "
5

CARNIVAL FAMILY FUN SPECIAL
1 PRICE — RIDE ALL RIDES
Friday 5 - 10 • Saturday 10 — 3 & 5 — 10 • Sunday 1
FRIDAY OCTOBER 13
Festival Opens: 10am
Carnival Opens 2pm 'FAMILY FUN NIGHTONE PRICE • UNLIMITED RIDES

-

5

Antique Dealers •
Carnival •
Food Concessions •
Bingo •
Sorghum Squeezing &
Cooking •

SATURDAY OCTOBER 14
Parade: 11 am
"Cowboy Dance Club - 12:30pm
'Panhandle's"(Lakeland Wesley Village) 1 pm
Music 2 -5pm: -The Drifters"
Carnival: 10am Bingo: 1 - 5pm

SUNDAY OCTOBER 15
Church Services (with Brother Tim Cole): 8:30am
Ice Cream Social: lpm
Gospel Singing 2pm: "liberty Boys'
Raffle Drawing at Intermission
Carnival: 12 - 5pm
Bingo: 1 - 5pm

FOOD FARE
Ham, Beans, & Cornbread, Hamburgers, Italian Sausage, Italian
Beef, Polish Sausage, Brahvurst, Corn Dogs, Candy, Funnel
Cakes, Hot Dogs, Fish & Tenderloin Sandwiches, Cake, Ice
Cream, and Much Morelli

For More Information, Call

(502)354-8886 or 354-8824

Sponsored by

JONATHAN-AURORA
ACTION COMMITTEE

ca.
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Anti-vibration • Side access chain tensioner • Lifetime ignition warranty

STIHL

Tickets can be reserved by calling
(502)762-6797 or by coming to the
Johnson Theatre Box Office.

Make a Difference.
Support Your United Way.

With 16- bar
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Murray Home I Auto
Chestnut St.

TutiVa4

753-2571

1

Firear
.
HOB
,
Buy - Sell - Trade
Phone 502-436-2980
If No Answer, Please Leave Message

p.
LOUN1

BiacksMithing
Spinning
•
Weaving &
•
Market
•flea
EntertainmentDemonstrations
•
Crafts
• Arts &

* $1000 Letter H
(30 calls or was)
$500 Jack
E
Week

* Air Conditioned - Accomodations for Smokers and Non Smokers
Sponsored b Muria Shrine Club

OCTOBER 13, 14, & 15 1995

RDO
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Early Bird Bingo 6 30 p

Grand Opening
Friday, October 13th • Sunday, October 15th
Grand Opening Hours
Normal Hours

7:00 am - 6:00 pm
8:00 am - 12:00 pm Monday - Friday
8:00 am - 5:00 pm Saturday & Sunday
We suggest you call on weekends after Grand Opening

• Door Prizes during Grand Opening
• Register to win a .22 Rifle or SKS
(Winner's Choice)
• Discount Prices during Grand
Opening
• Discount Prices on all Special Orders
during Grand Opening
t or
i
94 East 51/2 Miles to Duncan's Grocery Turn Right at Caution Light (Hwy. 732)
Located at 2 mile marker on Right
Only 10 minutes from Murray
It will be worth the Drive
We accept Visa & MasterCard/

Brent & Carol Brown - Owners

4;4

'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, INC.

Dear Editor:
I heard the phrase "New Democrat" a lot at the beginning of this
governors race. I thought to myself,"Have they finally seen the error in
their ways and finally realized the impact of their policies on all the
citizens of Kentucky?"
But then, Mr. Patton showed his true colors on the Engineering school
issue. As an observer over the past several decades, I am convinced that
the democratic political philosphy is tell everyone what they want to hear
during an election year,then do as you please after you get elected. Then,
use some of the money you get from tax increases to buy votes in the year
before the election. After all, voters seem to have a very short memory.
Good examples would be all the promises made by Brereton Jones and
Bill Clinton. I am a parent with a student at Murray State University and
it is obvious to me that Higher education in Kentucky is a very low
priority. Students at regional universities have experienced substantial
tuition increases for the last several years and faculty and administrators
have done an admirable job with lower budgets and low or no salary
increases. This, while they continue pumping a high percentage of our
tax dollars into the golden triangle of Northeastern Kentucky. Paul
Patton is obviously a pattern cut from the same cloth.
Larry Forgy is obviously a man ofexperience, high principles, vision
and committed to a competitive Kentucky. We as voters simply must be
more responsible in whom we vote for. After all, these people have the
right to tax us in any way they choose and "in effect" put our names,and
our children on notes that will have to be paid.
Democrats have a history of using a high percentage of these funds to
buy back votes with give aways to try and stay in office. Folks, its time
we put our house in order, and put Larry Forgy in the Governor's
Mansion at Frankfort. We made a good start in the last election, lets stay
the course and finish the job this November and again next year.
Vernon R. Anderson
2222 Quail Creek Dr., Murray, Ky. 42071

Sept. 20 — Alexandria (La.) Daily Town
Talk on welfare
reform and the states:
As Capitol Hill struggles to overhaul the welfar
e system, a recurrent concern is that the poor, dumb states are
too incompetent to
handle new responsibilities of block grants
and other regulating
powers.
But we think the abilities of state officials are
as good as most of
those representing constituencies in Washington
, and we suspect in
many cases are far better.
The welfare bill expected to be passed by Congr
ess provides federal grants the states will administer themselves.
Governors will
have leeway to innovate — a shocking
prospect to some.
But there is no evidence to support the contention
that those who
run state governments are inhumane blunde
rers:
Some states have had a reproachable record on
some issues, but
so has the federal government. And when the
federal government
fouls something up, it hurts the entire nation
. It cannot tailor its
programs to the different needs of different places
. It tries to make
one size fit everybody.
State governments are more responsive to the
circumstances of
their constituents. And if 50 states are trying to
make welfare work,
some of theme may devise an exceptionally effect
ive program that
can serve as a model for others.
Sept. 25 — The Janesville (Wis.) Gazette on lobbying
reform:
You may recall that the Senate recently approved a new
rule banning senators and their aides from accepting more than
$100 in
gifts and meals from any person in a single year.
We're pleased to see the House is poised to follow the
Senate's
lead. ...
There's no question the gift ban will be approved overwhelmi
ngly if it makes it to the House floor for a vote. The Senate
approved
its similar rule, 98-0. And, the recent fallout of Sen. Bob
Packwood's cozy relationship with lobbyists should make the
vote even
easier for the Honorables on the House side.
It's possible the bill could make it onto a fast track in
which the
House would adopt the Senate version word for word.
Under that
scenario, the bill would have to pass by a two-thirds
vote and
debate would be limited to 40 minutes.
This should be a no-brainer for House members. The new
Republican majority came to Washington with a commitment
to change
business as usual in Washington.
We can't think of a more tangible way to do just that
than passing (a) gift ban.
Sept. 21 — The Kansas City (Mo.) Star on the Unabomber's
manifesto:
Student journalists learn early that some things are best not
reported in newspapers. Bomb threat stories, for example, tend to
cause more bomb threats. By publishing the 35,000-word manifesto
of the so-called Unabomber, The Washington Post and The New
York Times may have fallen into the same trap. For terrorists
whose greatest hunger is public attention, here is a proven technique: Kill people, then threaten to kill again if the hunger for
publicity is not fed. ...
(Times publisher Arthur 0.) Sulzberger's thinking was that if
printing the tract ends the killing, that's all well and good. If not.
then "what have you lost?" In such a situation, it's difficult to cast
MOMS. But clearly, he has fooled himself if he believes this was a
no-cost decision."

Finally!
The Council on Higher Education took a stand. And nine of the
members stood with Murray State
University.
The CHE rejected the University of Kentucky-Paducah Community College "2+2" engineering plan. Not an easy vote —
there was a room full of Paducah
supporters at Monday's meeting.
But while the CHE stood with
MSU, its hands were on the university's back. It has given the
university a push toward UK.
That push may become a shove
as the two schools form some
kind of an educational plan to be
offered in Paducah.
The CHE has reaffirmed
MSU's role as the regional university and at the same time
widened the scope of the issue.
The resolution goes beyond
engineering courses. The directive was to expand educational
offerings in Paducah.

MSU President Dr. Kern Alexander said Monday in a telephone interview that MSU would
"work closely with the Paducah
community to solve all educational issues."
The CHE's broader focus worries Paducah leaders. They don't
want their goal of engineering
courses to be lost.
So not all is rosy with the CHE
directive. And it is not cut and
dry. There will be a fight over
control — will it be MSU or UK?
Can they share control or will
there have to be a clear leader?
The focus over the next month
will shift from Paducah to Lex-

ington. (Or has it always been
directed at UK's home?)
Once again, Alexander has
been accused of being obstructionist because he dared to question the issue of accrediting a
satellite campus for only $1.5
million a year. That's the amount
budgeted by UK.
Alexander offered an alternative idea: provide three and a half
years of classes in Paducah with
students transferring to UK or the
University of Louisville to finish
their degrees.
That proposal has since been
interpreted as an Alexander
roadblock.

Oh well, Dr. Alexander, that's
not really surprising, is it?
The CHE will meet in November to approve higher education
budgets — so there is a deadline
looming.
UK has already budgeted
money for some type of engineering plan so that will have to be
resolved.
The tight deadline is good.
Let's hammer out a plan and
move on.
CHE member Larry Hayes of
Louisville said last week this
issue has become like the 0.J.
Simpson trial.
Yikes, look what happened in
that case. Quick, let's get to the
bargaining table.
Just watch who has pulled a
chair out for you, Dr. Alexander.
P.S. MSU already has a strong
edusational presence in Paducah.
The university offers 30 courses
awarding five bachelor's and
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The acquittal of O.J. Simpson for
the murder of Nicole Brown and
Ronald Goldman ranks as one of the
biggest travesties in the history of
American jurisprudence. Money
does buy justice, no matter what
one's race or ethnicity.
The facts presented in the case
pointed to Simpson and only Simpson as the killer, but defense attorney Johnnie Cochran, a man who
succeeded in race-baiting at least as
well as former Alabama Gov.
George Wallace once did, got him
off. He and the other lawyers certainly earned their fees.
The mistakes in this case were
made early, before the racism of
Mark Fuhrman was revealed,before
evidence was presented. When Los
Angeles District Attorney Gil Garcetti quickly collapsed under pressure from local civil rights activists
to promise a jury composed substantially of blacks,the die was cast.
Garcetti allowed himself to be intimidated by the riots that followed
the arrest of Rodney King and his
videotaped beating. In Washington,
D.C., a mostly black city, white
defendants don't have the luxury of
demanding white jurors -- nor
should they.
Does this mean that blacks cannot
make decisions based on facts, but
will always be swayed by appeals to
racism? Of course not. But for those
predisposed to such feelings, the
Simpson verdict will provide substantial fuel for the racial fires. This
was not a victory for better race
relations in this country. The feel-

ings of many whites might best be
The same sickos who cheered Simpsummed up by Chicago hot-dog
son's white Bronco in the summer of
salesman quoted in Time magazine.
1994 ("Go O.J. ,go," they shouted
Larry Miller said: "If white people
along L.A. freeways, emulating a
yell racism, we're bigots. If a black
football crowd) were cheering him
person yells it, it has to be true. I've
again as he drove home from the
never known racism to be an excuse
courthouse. The consumers await
for murder."
you, 0.J.
After the announcement of the
Who believes that it won't be long
verdict, Fred Goldman, Ron's
father, said. "This country lost to- before Simpson will again be endorsing commercial products?
day. Justice was not served."
But the great god of commercial- What will it be? We're so sick now
ism was served. Watch now for the that it just might be Ford Broncos.
book contracts, the movies,the paid Hey, why not? This is America. In
interviews on tabloid television and money we trust.
the broadcast networks (the differWe have become a culture solely
ence is getting harder to sort out). dedicated
to celebrity. In a society

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to expres
s their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to
the editor. We

print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the follow
ing
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer'
address and telephone number inducted in case verification is neces-s
sary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be
more than .500 words. Letters should be typewritten and double
d
if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter-space
and
to
limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071. , Murray Ledger

that has abandoned true moral guilt,
along with any code by which we
mightjudge good and evil, Simpson
will be celebrated as an economic
gold mine. Money covers a multitude of sins.
Many blacks saw this trial as a
symbol for what they believe to be
racist cops and a racidcourt system.
But the verdict will do nothing to
repair divisions between blacks and
whites. If anything, it will drive us
further apart. And there was more
than race involved in this trial. What
about Simpson's record as a wife
abuser? Women in abusive situations will not sleep any better
tonight because of this verdict.
Various network commentators
said many felt this case was "payback time" for minorities for actual
or perceived slights and injustices.
Is that the way we want to play this
game? One injustice deserves
another? Two wrongs make a right?
How can that improve relations
between the races?
There are two civil suits for
"wrongful death" still pending.
Even if the Goldman and Brown
families are successful in these
suits, Simpson keeps his freedom.
Johnnie Cochran's statement following the trial,in which he thanked
God, sounded like a locker-room
comment from the members of a
victorious football team, implying
that God is only on the side of
winners. In fact, God is on the side
of the victims -- and Simpson's
ultimate judgment is yet to come.
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Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

South 641 flushing on Sunday
South 641 Water District at Hazel will conduct routine flushing of
water lines on Sunday, Oct. 15, beginning at 11 a.m. Persons are
asked to not wash clothes during this time as some discoloration of
water will be noted. This discoloration may be eliminated by running the water until it clean. The district appreciates the customers
during the time of flushing. For information call 492-8857.

MMS PTO will meet tonight
Murray Middle School PTO will meet tonight (Thursday) at 6:45
p.m. in the auditorium. The program at 7 p.m. will feature Dr. Bahadur Sarkari, child psychiatrist from Paducah. He will speak on the
topic, "Attention Deficit Disorder with and without Hyperactivity —
Implications for Parents and Teachers." "Please join us for this educational meeting and you may join PTO prior to the program," said
Joan Hayman and Cheryl Naulty, PTO co-presidents.

Singles (SOS) plan event tonight
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will have a "Fun Night"
tonight (Thursday) at 5:30 p.m. at Piggly Wiggly, Murray. The SOS
will meet Saturday, Oct. 14, at 6:45 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce
to go to the Paducah Singles Dance with charge bring $5 per person.
The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social
group for single adults, whether always single, separated, divorced
or widowed. For more information call Marlene, 753-2350 or Janice,
474-8774.

Bumetts Chapel plans sale

-

Burnetts Chapel United Methodist Youth Fellowship group will
host a yard sale on Saturday, Octd. 14, from 8 am. to noon at the
church, located on Highway 94 West of Murray (15 minutes) on
Highway 97 North. Signs will be posted along the way. Good clothing, housewares, power tools, hunting and golfing items, and other
items will be available. For information call 1-502-328-8234.

St. Matthew Church plans bazaar
St. Matthew By The Lake Lutheran Church, located on Highway
641 one mile north of Draffenville, will hold its annual fall bazaar
on Saturday, Oct. 14, from 8:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. The bazaar will
include a craft fair, bake sale, lunch concessions and more. Free coffee will be served all day. The event will be sponsored by the
women of the church.

Oaks ladies plan golf awards dinner
All ladies of Oaks Country Club are invited to a free dinner and
social gathering on Monday, Oct. 23, at 6:30 p.m. The 1995 Ladies
golf awards will be presented following the dinner. Reservations
must be made by Friday, Oct. 20, by ,calling Wanda Brown, chairman, at the Pro Shop, 753-6454.

Shiloh Assembly plans event
Shiloh Christian Assembly will hear the Singing Out Reach from
Fredonia at a special singing and service on Friday, Oct. 13, at 7
p.m. The church is located off Highway 94 East on Highway 1551,
PA miles from 94 East. The pastor, the Rev. Roy L. Balentine,
invites the public 10—attend.

Optimist Club plans breakfast
Murray Optimist Club will have its annual country ham breakfast
on Saturday, Oct. 14, from 6 to 10 a.m. at Rudy's Restaurant prior
to Murray State University Homecoming Parade. Country ham, biscuits and gravy (white or red eye), scrambled eggs and free coffee
will be served. A donation of $5 will be taken. The public is urged
to attend this special fund-raising event.

HOSA will have special sale
The KY Tech-Murray/Calloway County Area Technology Center
HOSA (practicel nursing student organization) will sponsor a bake
sale and yard sale at the center on Saturday, Oct. 14, from 7:30 a.m.
to 2:30 p.m. There will be clothing of various sizes and many other
miscellaneous items. Persons are urged to support the HOSA organization in this sale at the center, located at 1800 Sycamore St., Murray. In the event of rain, the sale will be held Saturday. Oct. 21.

Dexter-Almo Lodge will meet
Dexter-Almo WOW Lodge 971 will meet tonight (Thursday) at 6
p.m. at the Dexter Community Building. This will be a planning
meeting for coming activities and all members are expected to
attend. Refreshments will be served.

'Crafts in Village' planned
Willage Craftsmen's Guild will sponsor "Crafts in the Village,"
an annual juried arts and crafts show on Saturday and Sunday. Oct.
14 and 15. Hours will be from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. This will be the 20th
consecutive year that the Guild has invited craftspe,rsons from Kentucky and surrounding states to show and sell their variety of handcrafted wares on the hill overlooking Kentucky Lake at Kentucky
Dam Village State Park, Gilbertsville.

Mr. and Mrs. Norsworthy in 1935

Area couple observing their 60th anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Reldon Norsworthy of Rt. 8, Murray, are today, Oct. 12, 1995, observing their 60th wedding anniversary.
The couple was married Oct. 12, 1935, at the home of the bride's uncle, the Rev. J.H. Thurman. Their attendants were the bride's brother,
Ruble Thurman and wife, Laverne Thurman.
Mrs. Norsworthy is the daughter of the late Walter Thurman and Jessie Stewart Thurman. Mr. Norsworthy is the son of Mrs. Pauline
Matheny Norsworthy of Murray and the late Ed Norsworthy.
Their five children are the Rev. Jerry Norsworthy and wife, Martha, Larry Norsworthy and wife, Janice, Owen Norsworthy and wife, Linda,
and Ricky Norsworthy and wife, Donna, all of Murray, and Mrs. Paula Ramey and wife, Jim, of Hopkinsville.
They have 15 grandchildren and nine great-grandchildren.
Because of the illness of Mr. Norsworthy, there will be no formal celebration.

LIBRARY NEWS
By BEN GRAVES
Public Library Director
First off, our policy has been
(and still is) to receive any donations that patrons wish to make to
the library, short of live mice and
stuffed owls.
If you are donating magazines
that have been left over from
yard sale, please have the grace
to remove them from boxes that
have your yard sale prices on
them.
And if you're thinking about
donating that big box of books
that's been under the tarp in the
corner of grandpa's garage for 15
years, please sniff first.
We have a lot of patrons with
respiratory ailments and the mold
spores from some old books can
cause spectacular coughing fits.
If it stinks, we'll have to discard
it ourselves. -Other than that,
THANKS!
• • • •
I never have been impresssed
with big-name movie stars.
(That's OK, though. They've
probably been even less impressed with me.) You can imagine
my surprise when I started reading Roberts' and Olsen's new
biography of John Wayne, John
Wayne: American.
Now John Wayne doesn't really make sense except as a movie
star. Unless seen in the context of
his films. And that's how Roberts
and Olson look at him. John
Wayne passes my random reading test with ease and that's saying a lot for a book about a
movie star. I highly recommend
it.
• • • •
Here's another one I recommend: The PDR Family Guide to
Nutrition and Health. PDR is one
of those publishing companies

Secretaries will meet Monday
Professional Secretaries International (PSI) will meet Monday,
Oct. 16, at noon at Pagliai's. This will be a pizza buffet luncheon in
honor of Bosses Day. All office professions are invited to bring their
bosses. Persons are asked to call Marian Hale at 753-5451 if you
plan to attend.

Theatres

Rebbie Houston,

Program Info. Call 753-3311
Malinces
& Sun.

bride elect of

Mark Oline

Homecoming Sale

Vie Gallery to
register gift selections for
your new fiome-to-be.
Come to

20% Off
Gift Items
• Halloween Pumpkins & Witches
• Fall Pillows
• House Flags All Occasions
• New Picture Frames
a\• Painted Flower Pots
Sale Ends Sat., Oct 14, 1995
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that you trust to tell you the true
facts as opposed to sending you
off chasing some fad. (The
American Beath Association is
another one.)
Nutrition is filled with solid,
sensible advise on everything
from what to eat while you're
pregnant to copingV with diabetes
to dealing with kids whO are
picky eaters. Most of the diet and
health books you find anymore
seem to be written by uptight,
frantically authoritarian bozo's
who insist that broccoli, tofu and
vinegar made a balanced meal.
It is a physical relief to read
the relaxed, calm, and actually
HELPFUL suggestions in Nutrition. Highly recommended.
• • • •
Just in time for Halloween,
we've gotten My Costume Beck
by Cheryl Owen. The idea
appears to be that if the kids get
to make their own costumes, that
they'll be adorable. The staff all
say that the book is cute. And for
first through third graders, it IS
cute. The costumes really are
easy to make and look fine. And
as a book of costumes it works
very well.
But I remmber being the age of
the kids in the pictures. The only
way any 11 or 12 year-old boy
could be induced to stand still
and pose in a home-made grandfather clock outfit would be the
following:
I. be held at gunpoint (and
we're talkin' about a BIG gun
here);
2. be making a WHOLE
BUNCH of money;
3. be a complete and tee-total
doofus.
(Check the young gentleman
on page 46.)
Well, it's official now. Daytha
Howell, the librarian from Mur•

Bridal
Registry
October 28th

......•••••11.rep

Mr. and Mrs. Norsworthy in 1995

ray Middle, just brought over a
class of middle schoolers. I
showed them the picture on page
46 and they unanimously declared the young gentleman to be a
dodo of the first order. It's nice
to have your feelings validated by
others.

Helping Right Here in
Our Community.

Pierlimports
ta,)

BRIDAL
UGIsTRY Sr%)

Pier 1 Imports is pleased to
have Heidi Schmarje,
bride-elect of Scott
Shultz,join our bridal registry by choosing pottery
and decorative accessories.

'

University Plaza • Chestnut St.
753-1851

Shape Your Future
"Where the press is free and every
man able to read, all is safe"
Thomas Jefferson
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"Your One Stop Autumn Shop"
'Corn Stalks 'Pumpkins 'Indian Corn
-Mums -Straw 'Fall Gift Items
Fall Bulbs Have Arrived!
Select Group
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Don't Forget To
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Display Package
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FURNACE PROBLEMS?
• High Gas Bills?
• Noisy Furnace?

I
I

Call UN 11 Point
EFFICIENCY FURNACE CHECK-UP

I. Check Therm Htat
2.( heck chimnes draft
3. (heck gas pressure
4. Oil blooer and adjust helt
5. Check fan & limit and
adjust
6. Check filter and clean
S

• Excess Dirt?
I
• Desert Dry Air?

7. Clean & adjus pilot
8. Smoke test combustion chamber
9. Check all safe!)controls
10. Check all ducts and chinme
for cleaning
II. Check burner & adjust
50

I

Binford-Hubbard vows Klapp and Waller vows
will be said on Nov. 11 said in church ceremony

REG
$6995

• All Type Home Service CO. 753-5762 or 527-7380
IIIIII COUPON MI UM
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Mr. and Mrs. Dale Binford of Paducah announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Kendra Deshea Binford,
to Justin Jerome Hubbard, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ron Hubbard of
Murray.
Miss Binford is the granddaughter of Gilbert Wilson and the late

Misty Klapp and Joe Waller exchanged wedding vows on Saturday,
May 27, 1995, at First Assembly of God Church, Mayfield.
The Rev. Mark Terhune officiated. Nuptial music was by Carol
Thompson, pianist and organist.
The bride is the daughter of Phil Klapp of Mayfield and the late
Karon Klapp. She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Vaughan
and Mr. and Mrs. Steve Klapp, all of Mayfield.
The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Waller of Murray. He
is the grandson of the late Herschel and Eloise Jackson, Faye Williams of Paragound, Ark., and the late Sam Waller.
The bride's veil was designed to coordinate with the gown. The fitted bodice of the gown was accented with tiny seed pearls and
sequins. Her bridal bouquet was of white lilies surrounded by ivy and
white roses.
The bride chose her sister, Angie Klapp, as her matron of honor.
Bridesmaids were Lacie Klapp, Jeana Calhoun, Missy Klapp and Janet
Hamilton. Gracey Klapp was flower girl.
The groom chose his brother, Sean Waller, as his best man.
Groomsmen were Keith Gallagher, Travis Turner, Mark Schrand, Cliff
Curd and Bernie Ysursa. Alex Klapp was ring bearer and John Klapp
was candlelighter.
Ashley Trumper served as rice bag girl. The guest book attendants
were Courtney Grooms and Melissa Matlock.
Following the ceremony, a reception was held at South Highland
Country Club, Mayfield.
After a wedding trip to Nashville, Tenn., the couple is residing in
Mayfield.

Era Nell Wilson of Paducah and of the late Mr. and Mrs. William
Binford of Sikeston, Mo.

OSfilffit'S

Mr. Hubbard is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Lester Willoughby and of the late Mrs. John Hubbard, all of Bowling Green.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Lone Oak High School and is a
senior at Murray State University.
The groom-elect is a graduate of Murray High School and is also a
senior at Murray State University.
Wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday, Nov. 11, 1995, at 2
p.m. at First Baptist Church, Paducah.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.
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Watch For Our
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in Friday's Ledger & Times
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This is your chance to Save
Up To

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Waller

Kendra Deshea Binford
and Justin Jerome Hubbard

%OFF

with ZERO% Interest
for One Full Year

**See Stores
For Details
•

If you would like to be a Red
Cross Disaster worker, now is the
time to train!
The Western Kentucky MiniDisaster College will be held at
Ken-Bar Inn, Gilbertsville, from
Friday, Oct. 20,‘through Sunday,
Oct. 22.
These classes will be sponsored by the State Disaster Committee and hosted by Marshall
County Chapter of the Red Cross.
Application forms are available
from Calloway County Chapter at
607 Poplar, Murray, or Marshall
County Red Cross at 200 E. First
St., Benton.
For questions about the classes,
call the local Red Cross office at
753-1421.
The following disaster and
human resource courses will be
offered:
Friday, Oct. 20 - Introduction
to Disaster Services, 6 to 9 p.m.;
Saturday, Oct. 21 - Emergency
Assistance I, Mass Care I, Logistics 1, and Serving the Diverse
Community, all from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m.;
Sunday, Oct. 22 - Shelter
Operations Workshop, Damage
Assessment I, and Emergency
Response Vehicle (ERV) Workshop, all from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m.

Limited Stock on Hand! Many One-of-a-Kind Items.
Merchandise varies per store!Best Values will go first!

CALENDAR
Thursday, Oct. 12
Influenza Vaccine Clinic/7:30 a.m.-4
p.m./Calloway County Health Center.
Murray Middle School PTO/6:45
p.m./school auditorium.
Humana Society 20th anniversary
celebration/7 p.m./North Branch of
Peoples Bank.
Murray City CouncH/7 p.m./City Hall.
Murray City School Board/7:30
p.m./board office.
Calloway County School Board/7:30
p.m./board office.
North Calloway Elementary School
Site-based Decision Making Council/4
p.m./school.
Faxon Fire District/7 p.m./fire station
at Turner Road and Highway 94 East.
Accessible A.A. m•eting/7
p.m./Center for Accessible Living.
Eddie Roberts Jr. VFW Post 6291
and its Ladies Auxiliary/7
p.m./American Legion Hall.
WOW Lodge 592 meeting/6 p.m./Log
Cabin restaurant.
Housing Authority Resident
Council/6 p.m./Ellis Community
Center.
Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or
dysfunctional femilies/6:30-7:30
p.m./Calloway County Health
Department.
Murray Women of the Moose officers'
meeting/8 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church Peace &
Justice/4 p.m.; R.C.I.A./7 p.m.

FALL GARDENING

Ladies
Fashion
Cocktail
Two

Carats*

JUST ARRIVED
Pyramid & Spreading Yews
Select Group

'10.00

Holly

Colorful Pansies 6 Pk. $1.99
Beautiful Fall Mums
$3.50

Reg-

Reg. $7.00

Flowering Cabbage & Kale
New Fall Merchandise

ZERO% Interest
for One Full Year!

FREE!
Christmas Layaway!
74• NIT"'N 1"i-1i %%right
Illte4rations enlarged lot el -tail

4"10
Hoffman's
Iffr

759-4512
Hwy. 94 East Murray
NEW HOURS
Mon.-Fri. 8-5
Sat. 8-5, Sun. 1-5

Stowe tor ih•tAli•

1 Iii stout ill II \lot!.1

Thursday, Oct. 12
St. John Episcopal Church Evening
Prayer/5:15 p.m.; Episcopal Church
Women/6 p.m./Calloway Public
Library.
Greater Hope Baptist Church events
include Youth Activities/5:30 p.m.;
Prayer and Bible Study/7 p.m.
First Christian Church Singles
Support/Study Group/7 p.m.
TOPS 0469 meeting/6 p.m./Annex of
Calloway County Public Library.
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal Arch
Masons and Murray Chapter No. 50
Royal and Select Masters/7:30
p.m/Masonic Hall.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m./Sirloin
Stockade.
"Oleana"/8 p.m./Johnson Theatre,
Fine Arts Center, MSU. Info/762-4421.
Reading series by Philip Deaver/7:30
p.m./Main Reading Room, Pogue
Library, MSU. Public invited.
Bonfire for homecoming/8:30
p.m./Cutchin Stadium, MSU.
Friday, Oct. 13
Calloway County High School Lakers
host football game with Lake County,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Jack Rose Stadium.
Murray High School Tigers, host football game with Mayfield at Ty Holland
Stadium.
Aurora Country Festival opens 10
a.m.; Carnival/2 p.m.
Alford Masonic Lodge 925 pie
supper/6 p.m.
Laryngectomee Support Group/2
p.m./Education Unit, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Info/762-1100.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Bingo, sponsored by Murray Shrine
Club/7 p.m./Highway 121 North by
Fairgrounds. Public invited.
AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./open to
newcomers/American Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and
Accepbx1 Masons/7:30 p.m./lodge hall.
Main Street Youth Center/205 North
Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m. Info/
753-TEEN.
Seniors Golf played/8:30
a.m./Sullivan's Par 3 Golf Course.
St. John Episcopal Church Evening
Prayer/5:15 p.m.
First Baptist Church Youth AfterGame Fellowship/Room 301.
"The Unexpected Guest/8
p.m/Playhouse in the Park.
Info/759-1752.
`Olaanoa"/13 p.m./Johnson Theatre,
Fine Arts Center, MSU. Info/762-4421.
Murray Stale University homecoming
activities scheduled thoughout day and
evening.
Wrathor West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fins Arts Center, MSU/open I a.m.-4 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
LBL events include Night
VisueV7:30-9:30 p.m./Nature Station.
Info/1-502-924-5602.
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Haley named
at university
HENDERSON, Tenn. — Jason
Haley, a Murray resident, has
been selected as one of two business managers for the 19th annual production of "Makin' Music"
at Freed-Hardeman University.
As a business manager. Haley
will be responsible for drafting a
budget for the production and
overseeing expenses.
A senior business administration (accounting and finance)
major, he is the son of Bob and
Loretta Haley.
"Makin' Music," FHU's largest
student production, is set for
April 5 and 6, 1996. The show
will involve approximately 500
students and will play to a combined audience of about 8,000.
***
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Lion't cheat YOURSELF shen burl;carpetl WIthout proper installation, pur carpet or
ono Soor opvenng wil not to as beautiful and certainty rel not last as long;
Wir soll all 1J, quality carpal

vinyl

ol• and hardwood

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK.
Jim Knight
Jay Knight
Mitch Knight
Hwy 641
1 1.t.es Soot of Murray to Tom TAO Road Rgfl 1500 yardi

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
Owner, DWAIN WARREN

MELBER, KY. • (502) 674-5530

Compsetely Erected. Including Concrete Flows,
Not Pre Fab Carpenter Built All Quality MatOtiall

CHECK THESE
FEATURES:

THOMPSON GRADE SCHOOL Student Body 01 1915 is pictured. Pictured, left to right, top row, Roxle
Manning, Robert Dunn, Mary Parker, Mae Beach, Nora Mae Jones Rule, Headly Swift, Edward Creek, Hardin Parker, Raleigh Wilson, Albert Dunn, Julian Hughes, Leon Cunningham, Lloyd Edwards; second row,
Manning, Lacy Kilebrew, Connie Rudd, Nonni* Rudd, Jessie Fulton, Daisy Radford, teacher, Frank Parker,
Brent Dunn, Noble Creek, Oils Beach, Lawson Wilson, Jewel Graham, Orvin Beach; third row, unknown,
Theo Fulton, unknown, MOW Edwards, Opal Edwards, Otte Chapman, Naomi Chapman, Hazel Chapman,
Theo Parker, Hazel Beach, Bessie Fulton, unknown, Georgia Hughes, unknciwn, Taz Kllebrew, J.D. Hughes;
kneeling, Luther Swift, Albert Cunningham, Frelon Norsworthy, Uston Norsworthy, Hugh Beach, Princess
Fulton, and Butaz Beach.

I Sell supporfing 210
hi.$).104:i tatters 1 b

A 4 concrete Moor
reintorced with
Wile mesh
B 12 looung
C Polyutethane
under concrete
• Anchot bolts
in concrete
E. Treated
bottom plates
F It studs, 16 0 C
G 7 ,r Stands's
undersiding
• Masomie, wood ot vinyl siding

0C
.1 •
plywood
decking
o

X Seal down shingles
• Overhang covered
Overhead steel
door
N SIPOI SPiviC0 doo;
0 2s4 fascia

/

alunimuM Covered

P 210 headers
O 4g4 raised curb

We offer you: FREE Estimates, References and Location of
Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty
Deluxe Models

NO LONGER OVER BOOKED!
could
Schedule Today .!Waiting
around
A costly
mistake. be

Auto Body Concepts

1'2 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18)(20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2' Z CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2'2 CAR (24x30)

53,525
44.325
$4,625
$4,825
$5,425

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT

1 , I C Ar1 (12x20)
2 CAR (MOO)
LARGE 2 CAR (2202)
2' a CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2, CAR (24x30)

$4,025
$4,725
$5,125
$5225
$5,925

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

Paintless Dent Removal

Free Estimates • Insurance Approved • Local Referrals

TODAY

753-5050
12th & Glendale • Murray

BRE METRE METHS
302 North Main • Phone 527-2400 • Benton, Ky.

•

CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER photo

Pictured, from left, are Matthew Hines, Jacob Hines, Grace Wellinghurst, Michael Bokero, Cindy Graves and Dr. Theresa Russo at the
Child Development Center at Murray State University.

October Pre-Inventory
SELLOUT!!!
Entire Stock!

Russo and Graves
HOURS:
serving at center
The Ruby Simpson Child
Development Center at Murray
State University has undergone a
change in staff because of the
retirement of Ms. Ann Carr.
Theresa Russo, Ph.D. has taken
the position as assistant professor
in the Family and Consumer Studies Department, which includes
directing the Child Development
Center.
Dr. Russo, a native of Pennsylvania, received her M.A. from
University of Maryland and her
Ph.D. in Human Development
and Family Studies from Kansas
State Universtiy.
Russo is .a Certified Family
Life Educator by the National
Council on Family Relations,
focusing on providing education
and training to enhance the lives
of families. She has worked with
children and families in child

development centers, hospitals,
and mental health settings.
Cindy Graves, M.S., is the
assistant in the Child Development Center. She is a 1982 graduate of Murray State University
and then received her M.S. in
Family Studies from the University of Kentucky in 1984.
Graves brings 15 years of early
childhood experience in classroom teaching and program administration to Murray State University. A Kentucky native, she
joined the staff of MSU from her
most recent position as Director
of the Child Care Center at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
Both Dr. Russo and Ms.
Graves are committed to continuing the long tradition of a quality
preschool program started by Ms.
Ann Carr.

Carol A. Block, EA

Tax Shop
Bookeeping • Payroll • Income Taxes

753-4668

Southside Shopping Center

Free review & estimate of fees

Ifs a connected world.
Do your share.
For 30 ways to help the environment, write Earth Share,
3400 International 1)rive,NW,Suite 2K(AD4),
Washington, DC 20008.

Earth Share,

3•

dimple!
- Look At
The Tag
And Pay
Only
Half!

MONDAY - FRIDAY
9:00 - 6:00
SATURDAY
9:00 - 5:00

BELIEVE IT
BECAUSE IT'S TRUE
NOTHING HELD BACK
FIRST COME - FIRST SERVED

LL

Living Room Suites
Odd Chairs
Dining Room Sets
Bedroom Suites
Box Springs & Mattresses

ALL

PRICE
REGULAR RETAIL PRICE
Applys to In Stock
Merchandise Only.

Bunk Beds
Coffee & End Tables
Curios
Recliners

Entertainment Centers
Lamps
Gun Cabinets
Sectionals
Gilder Rockers

ALL

No Special Orders

Up To 36 Months Financing • Quick

No C.O.D.'s

90 Days Sams As Cash

Merchandise Must Be Removed From Store Within 72 Hours

Due To These Prim We Must Char.s For Delhi'

BESTWAY

FURNITURE &MATTRESS
302 North Main • Phone 527-2400 • Benton, Ky.
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Compare Our
Price & Coverage

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your Convenience Now OfferN

UPS Pick-Up

Student
is named

For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance

Daily Monday-Friday

Ross Insurance Agency

Ship Weekly & Save Money

UPS

S1-11 9 a m.-ti p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 11-c p.m.
Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plaza
7S3-21110

WISCONSIN RAPIDS, Wis.
— A student at Calloway County
Middle School, Tyla Tabers, has
been inducted into the Accelerated Reader International Reading Honor Roll for the 1994-95
school year.
The International Reading
Honor Roll recognizes students
who are their school's top render
in the Accelerated Reader computerized reading management
program.
Tabers, daughter of Larry and
Jana Tabers of Murray, won
induction into the International
Reading Honor Roll by earning
792 reading polints.
Students in the Accelerated
Reader program earn reading
points based on the reading level
and difficulty of the books
they've read, and the number of
questions they answer correctly
on computerized book tests.
This year more than 1,000 students from schools around the
world were inducted into the
Honor Roll. Each student
receives an award certificate, and
has his or her name entered in the
permanent record as an outstanding achiever in reading.
"We're very proud of every
student on the Honor Roll," said
Judith A. Paul, Director at
Advantage Learning Systems, the
Wisconsin Rapids, Wis., firm that
publishes the Accelerated Reader.
"Not only have they demonstrated excellence in reading
skills — they have discovered the
true joy of reading. At a time of
declining literacy rates, the students on the International Honor
Roll give us all cause for hope,"
Paul said.
The Accelerated Reader is currently in use by millions of students in over 16,000 schools
across the United States,. as well
as in Canada, the United Kingdom, Ireland, and other countries.
National studies have proven the
program's effectiveness in improving student reading ability.

Ronnht Rosa & Danny Rosa
Office Hours: Mon.-Frl. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Now Also Sat. 9 a.m.-12 p.m.

753-0489

600 Maln St.

FORM A WATCH TEAM — KEEP MURRAY SAFE
Tyla Tabers

1996 Dakota Sport

Come In for

Stk. #96058
V-6, A/C, lilt, Air Bag, Chrome Wheels

Fall Savings

1996 Neon

on the new

Stk. #96061
2 Door, Auto., A/C, AM-FM Cassette, Air Bags

1996's

595

$12
/

List

1996 Caravan
Stk. #96089
V-6, A/C, 7 Passenger, Dual Air Bags

$16

List

•;
)
,1111.
a)/____—_
,-----lai
r

995

1996
Dodge
Intrepid

1996 Dodge Stratus

Stk #96050

Stk. #96078
V-6, Auto., A/C, Windows, Locks, AM-FM Cassette, Air Bags (Dual)

List

Visit
Peppers
and Drive
Away in a
New '96!

$16,324

.„.

V-6, A/C, Windows, Locks,
Tilt/Cruise, Dual Air Bags,
Alloy Wheels

List
ST879-95

1996 Cherokee

171852

1995 Dodge
Ram 1500

Stk. #96026
A/C, AM/FM Cassette, Roof Rack,
Air Bag, Rear Def./Wiper/Washer

List

AA lists
meetings

$14 995

List
ST9-6-7-9

/

$16

995

Stk. #95475
SICTa,slo
setatdeed2,TWoninedoBwes lLioncekrs,

Stk. #

'94 Geo Metro

Stk. I
96017.1

'93 Buick Skylark Custom

95183.2

'92 Chevy G-20 Conversion Van

96039.2

'92 Geo PtiZM

95578.2

'92 Geo Pri2M

96068.1

'92 Chevy 1500 WTI'

95310.1

'93 Dynasty

4 Door, 5 Speed, AM/FM, Air
96071 1

'93 Geo Metro

95655.1

'93 Chevy Cavalier

96030.1

'93 NIssah,Quest GXE

95543 1

'93 Jeep Cherokee Sport

96033.1

'93 Plymouth Grand Voyager SE

Power Locks & Windows, Air, Cruise

2 Door, 5 Speed, AM/FM Cassette

Locks & Windows, Tth & Cruise, Must See

2 Door, Power Locks, Cruise, Air

4 Door, Automatic, Air, Cassette
4 Door. Automalic.,Air, AM/FM

Leather, Captain Chairs, Locks & Windows, Loaded
4x4, 5 Speed, Air, Tilt

White clovers
will be sold

5 Speed, Air, AM/FM

Power Locks & Windows. Tit, Cruise. Cassette,
Very Nice

Tilt, Cruise, Windows, Locks

'87 Buick Century

White Clover was chosen as
symbol of World War II and
Korea because .the white clover
grows everywhere in the world
just as Americans fought for
man's freedom all over the world.
These white clovers will be
sold by members of Post 45
AMVETS and AMVETS Auxiliary of Paris Landing, Tenn., on
Saturday, Oct. 14, at various
stores in Murray.
Donations from the white clovers will go to help hospitalized
veterans, orphans, elderly, and
people in need.
All donations will be greatly
appreciated, an AMVETS member said.

Clean, Must See

Prices are plus tax, title & license with all rebates applied down.

"Whatever it takes — we want to be your car or truck company."

DoctgrThalis

0
Dodge

PtP/7 /ecc

0
C11111SLER

Plymouth
Jet”
Eagle

2400 E. Wood St., Paris
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816

litadyelints
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Genealogical
Society meets
Calloway County Genealogical
Society met Tuesday, Oct. 3, at
11 a.m. in Annex of Calloway
County Public Library. Each one
brought a sack lunch.
Murlene Outland spoke about
the genealogy of her father's
family. Her parents are Tryman
and Cordie Murphy.
Mrs. Outland is a local artist
who does most of her painting at
her winter home in Fort Myers,
Fla.
The November meeting will be
a dinner meeting. Plans will be
announced later.

SELECT USED CARS, TRUCKS & VANS
95456.2

The Murray Group of Alcoholics Anonymous has released its
schedule of meetings held at the
American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets, Murray.
The schedule is as follows:
Sunday - closed discussion, 9
a.m. and 4 p.m.;
Monday - closed special interest study, 8 p.m.;
Tuesday - closed discussion, 8
p.m.;
Wednesday - closed discussion, 11 a.m.;
Thursday - no meeting;
Friday - open for newcomers/
beginners, 8 p.m.;
Saturday - open with speaker
and also Al-Anon meeting, 8 p.m.
For more information about the
AA call 753-8136 or 435-4314.
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HOROSCOPES
Friday, October 13, 1995
(For your personalized daily June
Dixon horoscope, based on your
own date of birth, call
1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you $.99 a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: A
desire to express yourself through
the arts grows stronger. Look for a
way to showcase your talents. A certain amount of risk-taking is favored
this December. An end-of-year
bonus will come in handy. Early in
1996. your domestic arrangements
change for the better. Capitalize on
your impressive professional or
social connections. Host a public
event.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DAY: football star Jerry
Rice. actress Kelly Preston. figure
skater Nancy Kerrigan. singer
Sammy Itagar.
ARIES (March 21-April 19): A
lucky meeting could lead to a financial bonanza. Attitude plays a key
role in your success; stay upbeat!
Shared experiences are binding. Be
smart. Spend more time with your
children or parents.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Civic duties take priority today.
Later, discuss an important issue
with your relatives or neighbors.
Improvisation is the keynote when
unexpected visitors drop by. Get
moving on a business Matter.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20):
Steer clear of business operations in
which you do not have an assigned
role. Overheated conversations
should be cooled! Guard your professional reputation.
CANCER (June 2I -July 22):
The next few days could be critical
lOr a partnership. Avoid demanding
more than you are willing to give in
return. Entertaining at home enjoys
favorable influences. Keep the guest
list short and select.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): A new
relationship needs more time to
_mature. Stop dwelling on the past.
Give your heart a chance to mend.
Financial gains come through wise
investments. Set aside some money
for your retirement years.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Collaporative efforts and contractual
relationships are favored. Say "yes"
to any reasonable propositions. You
sense your mate or partner's needs.
Change negative spending patterns;
do not enrich others needlessly.-Listen to a child's concerns.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
Although travel could be expensive
now, there may not be an alternative_ Do.what you mustio _expand.a
business. Your excellent reputation
will give you advantages and opportunities your competitors do not
enjoy.
.._SCORP10..(0.c.4.23,-Nov.. 21i:
Rendering someone a service deepens youc understanding of their
plight. Note publications dealing
with diet, nutrition and exercise.
Someone decides to share a secret;
you could benefit both emotionally
and materially.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21It: A better day for research and
study than for action. Proceed with
your plans for counseling. organizing and scheduling. Take any disappointments or delays in stride; they
could end up working to your
advantage.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): Resist the temptation to divulge
secrets. A friend is well-intentioned
but possibly misguided. Someone's
services may not meet your expectations. To protect your good name.
keep your comments civil. Be polite
hut fimi.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Tend to routine tasks in the morning. emphasizing your desire to be
- otserv ice. ROmance keeps you
guessing. Moderate your demands
on partner. Follow precedent at
work, acknowledging the important
role that tradition plays.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): An
excellent day to study and evaluate a
controversial plan. Go through channels if you want to register a complaint or criticism. Others are willing to hear your ideas. Kind gestures
forestall problems with the neightws.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are
affectionate and home-loving,
quick to sense what their parents
expect from them. Treat their
opinions with respect and encourage them to make certain decisions for themselves. Otherwise,
they may grow up too dependent
on other people's guidance. Quick
learning, these Libras will be happiest In a lob that makes use of
their artistic talents. They have a
natural sense of style.

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us tor Rates

Holland Motor Saks

'Blossom'looking for home
By MARILYN ARCOU
Animal Shelter Director
Waiting to be chosen - she
came to the Animal Shelter
abused and frightened, a cowering liule female Terner.
She was full of milk, but we
couldn't find her puppies anywhere. We had to use our
"humane trap" as she would not
let any human near her. She was
covered in fleas, her fur was matted and filthy, so we bathed her
repeatedly until she sparkled.
We dewormed and innoculated
her and we loved her - held her,
told her she was special and
promised to find her a life long
loving home.
We named her Blossom
because that's what she did
before our eyes! - she blossomed.
Now she watches as others are
brought to us and are chosen -

chosen to become pan of a loving
Family. She asks, "when is it my
turn? When will someone see all
the love I have to give? Here at
the shelter, they are good to me,
but it gets so lonely in the evening when everyone goes home Sundays are the worst! The workers are here for just a few hours,
then I'm all alone until Monday
morning. I wish I had a home."
Please, wonderful people of
Murray and Calloway County,
hear our cry, we need help to find
loving homes for our four legged
friends. They are the best friends
that love can buy. We just don't
have the room to keep them all.
It's not fair to destroy them
because irresponsibility allowed
them to be born.
Adopt, spray and neuter, that is
the answer to our homeless
program.

The Animal Shelter on East
Sycamore Street off South Fourth
Street, Murray, is open from I to
5 p.m., Monday through Friday,
and I to 4 p.m. on Saturday. The
shelter is a United Way agency.
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Beautiful Residential LetsIn A Secluded Setting
1/2 Mile On Gibbs Store Road
Some Wooded Lots • Underground Uttinies

ct:•1

ANIMAL SHELTER photo

"Blossom" Is pictured at the Animal Shelter.

Saddle
Creek
Call Cary Miller • 753-8974
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* Paducah * Fieming Furniture * Benton * Paducah * Fleming Furniture * Benton

a)

FURNITURE

a)

AL.L.

8

0
0
AC)

REASONABLE
OFFERS ACCEPTED r.
Over $300,000 in excess in-ire/Wary remains at our two current

Benton and Paducah locations. Fleming Furniture is
conducting a FURNITURE DISPOSAL to selloff this inventory
and today,ALL REASONABLE OFFERS WILL ACCEPTED!
PADUCAH STORE

BENTON STORE
•Wrought iron Table & 4 Chairs
Betel $589
Now 8238
.Pictures select group
Now 70% on
*Waterbed Accessories
select group
Now 75% Off
*Thomasville Recliner
Now $288
Retail $999
*Barclay Sofa - various colors
Now $398
Retal $889
*Whirlpool Microwave with Vent
Now $348
Betel $799
Now $188
•leausner Love Seat

-Bedroom Suns Armstrong Now 8288
*lane Recliners
Up to 1/2 Oil
*Daybeds - complete with mattress
and Ink springs
Now $178
*Palle Furniture - F
Closeout
Now 80% On
•Odd End & Coffee Tables
Now $48
•Fritedaire Refrigerator
with ice Maker
Now $488
•Iwtvel Rockers - many colors
New $88
•Pedestal !ebb IA 4 Chairs
1/20t1

'Leather Sofa - Navy
New 1/2 Price
'Lane Lades litzed Chair

*AN Norman Rockwell
in stock Items
•Sealy Posturspedic
closeout covers
*Thomasville Swivel Chair
Crean Clove leather ask
*Al remaining Patio Sets

$988

Nunter Grum Now 1/2 Rice $387
•The Tep TaMs 1.4 Chairs
$388
*Broyhill Tails, Chairs 1 China
Seed Alder, awry RIM 1/2 Price
•Thestasyllis Mahogany
Entertainment Center
7011 Ott
quo Back Sofa
Off Ws Containporary
$380
*Gen Cabinet 6 Sim Pine
$488

EVERYTHING

1/2 Price

80% ott
Now $300

1/2 Price Less 19%
*Catered Dining gat
Formica talk tip 4 chairs Now $397
*Thomasville twin sleigh bed
Tsai
Now 50% Off

OFF

TO

BRING YOUR TRUCK - ALL ITEMS CASH & CARRY.
IMMEDIATE PICKUP OR DELIVERY MUST BE ARRANGED.
HERE TOMORROW TO SERVICE WHAT WE SELL TODAY!

Thonwsville
Galloy

FURN HIRE
Fi

Broyhill
&Wave
CAI(

Design
Assistance
Avairaire
•Minimum Purchases of 5499 Offer
Does Nol Apply To Previous Purchases
"Comparable prices for similar
merchandise Therm reference prices
are provided a.. guide to the range of
selling prices In the markets across the
country II they may change Th•
reference price Is not Our present or
future soiling price

Division of Keiley-Wiggins Furniture, Inc.
451 8. 16th 8treet * Paducah. ky 305 N. Hain * Benton
442-4455 * 1-800-788-6224
527-3481 * 1-800-599-6224

OPEN DAILY 9 to 5 * MONDAY NIgHT UNTIL 8

)4.

513 S. 12th St.

Paduc,ah * Flemin8 Furniture * Benton * Paducah * Fleming Furniture * Benton

753-4461
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LAKER
FOOTBALL

"Your local certified
marble manufacturer."

Thornton
Tile and
Marble,Inc.

r771777

"Quality That Will Please"

Sc

612 S. 9th St.

753-5719

SOCCI

•Lady
Ty H
JV

GO
LAKERS!

MI Lady
Nadi

•LAM

Eddy
GOLF

• Boy'
Gibei

"Over 45 Years Service"

A tradawn Luservice
since 198!
JUL Fain

(502)

Fitts Block &
Ready Mix

Tracy D McKinney

753-0632

FOOTE

• Tige,
Ty H

East Main 753-3540
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Proudly
supporting
our Lakers
for the
past 67
years.
PARKER
.
-MERCURY
LINCOLN
FORD
753-5273

John W. Hammona
Woodmon Bldg.
3rd Maple, Murray
759-9730
MARK YOUNG/Ledger II Times photo

Calloway's Jared Lencki wraps up Fulton County's Prentice Terrell in last week's game, a 33-6 Laker win at Jack Rose
Stadium. Calloway hosts Lake County, Tenn., this Friday.

Woodmen
ol the World
I it, 1.1,....1114
Ilogve 1111i. r.

701 Main Street

Compliments of

David L.
Harrington

Jewelry Repair Specialist • Custom Design
"Where Your Ideas Turn To Gold"
Dixieland Center
On Chestnut St.• Murray, Ky • 759-1141
VISA • IV1A1-ERC AND • DISCOVER

Compliments of

J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home
Terry & Karen Isaacs, Owners
201 S. 3rd St.

753-2411

Quality Gas w No Alcohol • Lottery
• Oil • Coke & Pepsi Fountain Drinks
• Cold Deli • Snacks
Video
Rentals
and
CD ROM

ST

October 13, 1995— 7:30 p.m.
Jack D. Rose Stadium

No Annual Fee • No Rebate Limit

2Large Pizzas With 2Toppings
only $12.98 + Tax

Call Now For Your
All Sports Special!

Talented Lake County team
visits Calloway Friday night
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer
With homecoming behind them, Calloway County
can now move on to better things.
Like the Lake County Falcons.
Calloway (6-1) fought through the distrations homecoming can offer last week, turning a 6-0 halftime
deficit into a 33-6 win over Fulton County.
And it's a good thing, since Lake County, Tcnn.,
brings a team that is loaded with talent to Jack Rose
Stadium this Friday. Kickoff is 7:30.
"This is the kind of game you look for, and I'm
glad we're playing them because if we can compete on
that level, we want to find out now," Laker coach Billy Mitchell said. "We'll see where we're at with a
good Tennessee team coming in here, and they're a lot
like Paducah Tilghman (Calloway's next opponent)."
Mitchell attributed last week's slow start against
Fulton County to over-enthusiasm at the outset.
"We were trying too hard," he said. "We weren't
missing assignments, we just needed to calm down. In
years past we've had problems with the whole team
thinking about homecoming and this year we only had
one or two.
"In the second half we got a couple of breaks, and it
was probably the best we've played all year," Mitchell
added. "This ballclub believes that sooner or later
something good will happen."
Like Calloway, Lake County is 6-1, with its only
loss coming to Bruceton, 23-7. The Falcons are fifth
in Tennessee Class A and finished 12-3 a year ago,-advancing to the state championship game but losing
to South Pittsburg.
Lake County is led by senior tailback Jewel Flowers, who last year led the state in rushing and scoring
with 2,848 yards and 44 touchdowns. This season,

GOOD LUCK
LAKERS!

Go Laker's!

Earn Free Gas w'Ashland Visa

.•41( ir I 1,

Lake County, Tenn.(6-1)
vs.
Calloway County (6-1)

County Attorney

-"DON'T BRINK
6 DRIVE!"___

o,

Dees Bank of Hazel
Member FDIC

Hazel, KY

492-8136

Flowers has gained 1,231 yards with 19 touchdowns.
He is being recruited by such colleges as Tennessee,
Alabama and Arkansas, Mitchell said.
"They use the power-I, with a lot of off-tackle runs
and dives, and Flowers is a natural running back,"
Mitchell explained. "He's got the quickness and speed
to go all the way, and the fact that he led the state in
rushing last year says a lot.
"They run the ball 90 to 95 percent of the time, and
last week Flowers had 170 yards and four touchdowns
on just 10 carries," Mitchell said.
Another Division I-A recruit on the Falcon roster is
Kenyon Bolden, a 6-7, 233-pound offensive and
defensive tackle.
"He's a great offensive blocker and he can dominate
on defense," said Mitchell, noting that Bolden has 22
tackles for loss this season. "He gets so much penetration into the backfield, and when he cranks it up, he's
a load. He's got good quickness and all the schools
recruiting him say he's one of the best tackles in the
South."
One thing working in Calloway's favor, however, is
its passing game. Prior to last week's game, Laker
quarterback Sam Arnett was second in the state in
passing while Jared Lencki led the state in receiving.
"The teams that have had success against Lake
County have done it with the passing game, so this
should be a high-scoring game," Mitchell said. "If we
can contain Bolden we can score, but we've got to
slow down their running attack.
"They feel like if they give the ball to Flowers
enough, he will break a long one," he said. "They
don't try to grind it out, they're more likely to break
one and score. If we can't contain Flowers, he'll be in
the end zone in three or four plays."

753-8666
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104 N. 15th St.
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SCHEDULE
I()(JAY

SOCCER
•Lady Tigers vs. Madisonville
Ty Holland — 7:00
JV game — 5:30
II Lady Lakers vs Reidland
Reidland — 700
• Lakers vs Lyon Co
Eddyville — 530 pm
GOLF
• Boys State Tournament
Gibson Bay, Richmond
FRIDAY
FOOTBALL
• Tigers vs Mayfield
Ty Holland Field — 7 30
• Lakers vs Lake Co (Tenn )
Rose Stadium — 7 30 p m

Frustrated Reds down 2-0 gm
By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Sports Writer
CINCINNATI (AP) — The
fans didn't come, the hitters
didn't hit and the ball kept
bouncing the wrong way.
This wasn't what the Cincinnati Reds hoped for on the first
two days of their NL playoff
series against Atlanta. And to
make matters worse, next up for
the Braves is Cy — make that
Greg — Maddux.
Atlanta beat Cincinnati 6-2
Wednesday night with a four-run
rally in the 10th inning, giving
the Braves a 2-0 lead in the bestof-7 series that resumes Friday
night at Atlanta-Fulton County
Stadium.
No NL team has ever come

Braves take 6-2 win;
next three in Atlanta
back to win a series after losing
the first two games at home.
"It's been frustrating so far.
We've had two well-pitched
games and could easily be up 2-0
right now," said Barry Larkin,
the lone offensive weapon thus
far for Cincinnati. "Being down
2-0 and going to Atlanta is a
tough task. I'm sure people will
say this series is over, but this
team has been resilient all year."
They'll have to rebound over
the weekend to have any chance

at coming back to Cincinnati for
Games 6 and 7. The first task
will be to get past Maddux, who
won 19 games this year and is a
shoo-in for his unprecedented
fourth straight Cy Young Award.
Cincinnati scratched out two
runs against Braves starter John
Smoltz on a pinch-hit single and
a double steal in the fifth inning
to tie the game 2-2. But the Reds
blew great scoring opportunities
in the eighth and ninth innings,
then watched Atlanta take control

on a bases-loaded wild pitch by
Mark Portugal and a three-run
homer by Javy Lopez in the 10th.
"I swung as hard as I could. I
knew it was gone, but I wasn't
sure whether it was going to be
fair or foul," Lopez said. "So 1
was just walking, looking at it. It
was the happiest moment of my
life."
The ball struck the foul pole
some 50 feet above the playing
field, and the Braves' dugout
erupted in pandemonium.
In the stands, many of the fans
got up and left, not wanting to
see what the Reds would do in
the bottom of the 10th. All they
missed was a hit, a grounder and
II See Page 12

Hershiser flattens
Mariners; Indians
knot series at 1-1
By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer

STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Tries photo

KNOCKIN' ROBYN: Murray High freshman Robyn Myhill finished her first-ever Girls
State Golf Tournament in the 40th position after shooting a 97-87-184 at Arlington Country
Club in Richmond on Tuesday and Wednesday.

Price
seeks
return
to form
By STEPHEN WADE
AP Sports Writer
VIRGINIA WATER, England (AP) — Nick Price, after
capturing the British Open and
the U.S. PGA in the span of
four weeks last year and soaring to No. 1 in the world rankings, hasn't won since.
So he took a month off,
went fishing in Montana and
the Bahamas and hopes to
regain his touch in the World
Match Play Championship.
which opens today with Europe's richest first-place prize
$270,000 at stake.
Price is one of four seeded
players in the 12-man field,
joining defending champion.
Ernie Els, U.S. Masters
champion Ben Crenshaw and
U.S. PGA champion Steve
Elkington. The four have byes
in the first round.
The 38-year-old Zimbabweborn, Florida resident followed
up the PGA with a second
place in the World Series of
Golf, and two weeks later finished third in the Canadian
Open.
Els, this year's only previous winner in the field, will
attempt to be the first player
since the event began in 1964
to win in his first two
appearances.
Price is making his sixth try,
'finishing second in 1991.

SEATTLE (AP) — The last time Orel
Hershiser looked this good, he was the
best pitcher in baseball, in the midst of
one of the most remarkable streaks in
the history of the game.
That was seven seasons ago, long
before a shoulder problem that almost
ended his career, long before the Los
Angeles Dodgers gave up on their former ace and released him.
Still, some things never change.
Because when it comes time to win big
games, there's no beating ol' Orel.
Hershiser did it again Wednesday
night, winning a game that Cleveland
Indians absolutely had to have, beating
the Seattle Mariners 5-2 and tying the
AL playoffs at 1 -all.
"The whole key in playoff baseball is
to stay with your patterns, stay with
your pitches," Hershiser said. "Don't
let the crowd take your adrenaline away
from you."

Showing the form that once made him
utterly untouchable, the 37-year-old
Hershiser improved to 6-0 with a 1.47
ERA in 10 playoff and World Series
games. He allowed only four hits in
eight innings, and his only blemish
came in the sixth when Ken Griffey Jr.
tied a postseason record with his sixth
home run.
Meanwhile, the Indians got the big
hits they missed in Tuesday night's
opener. Manny Ramirez homered twice
and went 4-for-4, and Carlos Baerga
broke a scoreless tie in the fifth with a
two-out, two-run single with the bases
loaded.
That was plenty for Hershiser, the
World Series MVP.in 1988. That was
the season he closed out the year with a
record 59 straight shutout innings,
started three times and made a relief
appearance in the NL playoffs, and
twice beat Oakland in the World Series.
IN See Page 12

Rams, Falcons battle for NFC West lead
By R.B. FALLSTROM
AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Both St.
Louis and Atlanta are 4-1. Only
the Rams are the talk of the town.
In tonight's meeting of former
sad sacks turned contenders, the
Rams have a definitive advantage
in fan fervor. Another sellout
crowd of about 60,000 is
expected, many of them sitting in
temporary bleachers, in a game
that will decide a share of first

place in the NFC West.
Matching the best start in
franchise history hasn't done
much for the Falcons at the box
office. The 71,000-seat Georgia
Dome has been a little more than
half-filled for the first three home
games.
The opener against expansion
Carolina was the best draw,
58,808. Atlanta's 13-3 victory
over the Jets Sept. 24 drew only
40,778 and the last game, a 30-17

victory over New England Oct. 1,
drew 47,114.
"The one thing the Rams have
going for them that we haven't
had happen to us yet are the
fans," Falcons coach June Jones
said. "The fans have really
jumped on board (in St. Louis),
and that's not the case here.
"They're still kind of on hold,
watching to see how we do in the
stretch."
Quarterback Jeff George said

the combined 2-19 record of the
teams the Falcons have beaten
may have something to do with
it.
"They're waiting to see if we
beat a team that has a winning
record," George said. -That just
goes with the territory and we
understand it. We want to bring a
winner to Atlanta and we want to
do it this year."

• See Page 12

Simmons'
next bout
Saturday
in Mayfield
Staff Report
Murray Ledger 8. Times
Murray professional boxer
Shawn Simmons heads up a sixfight card Saturday night at the
Mayfield YMCA.
Simmons, the Mid-America
Junior Lightweight title holder,
will fight Steve Maddox of Chicago in an eight-round, non-tide
defense bout.
Murray's Ron Gladden will
face James Hall of Cincinnati,
while Benji Baker of Paducah
meets Jack Norris of Kansas and
Brad Baker of Paducah fights an
opponent yet to be determined.
Saturday night's first bell will
be at 7:30. Mayfield's YMCA is
located off 121 South near War
Memorial Stadium. Tickets will
be available at the door.

Murray fighter Shawn Simmons returns to the boxing ring this Saturday in Mayfield for an eight-round,
non-title defense fight against Steve Maddox of Chicago.
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Sports Editor

Murray,
Mayfield
renewing
rivalry
It's Homecoming weekend in
Murray, a time to welcome
back long-time friends and
wander back through time with
classmates.
Murray State is our official
host for this weekend, with
Morehead State serving as fodder for the No. 11 Racers.
Murray State will end 56
years of feuding with the Eagles
on Saturday, as Morehead president Ronald Eaglin drops the
school to non-scholarship, noncompetitive, non-exposure
football...
So long Morehead.
Though Murray High officially held its homecoming last
week, Friday night's game will
have more of a homecoming
feel.
Mayfield, dropped from the
Tigers' schedule in 1990 after
nearly 70 years of battling Murray, is welcomed back to Ty
Holland Field.
Although the Cardinals have
hardly been invited back.
They're more like that
unwanted in-laws that you're
obligated to have over once a
year.
While Mayfield was steamrolling to the Class AA state
championship game year after
year, Tiger head coach Rick
Fisher was rebuilding the Murray High program.
Taking 40-point -beatings at.
the hands of the Cardinals was
not Fisher's idea of putting the
pride back into Tiger football...
So long Cardinals.
Every Mayfield citizen, and
some Tiger fans, disapproved of
the scheduling maneuver, but
Fisher responded by posting
double-digit wins in twostraight seasons and making
Murray a power in Class A
football.
So long Class AA...
Mayfield, roughly the same
size as Murray High, opted to
drop out of Class AA and down
to Class A.
So long Heath...
Mayfield's relocation overjoyed First Region Class AA
teams and scared the bushong
out of Heath. To avoid traveling
to Mayfield to keep their district hopes alive, Heath went up
to Class AA.
Murray stood firm.
So long Admirals...
At first, it appeared Mayfield's move was pointed more
at avoiding an annual state
championship game matchup
with Class AA power Danville
than anything else.
But as Mayfield's goal of
claiming its Class A rights drew
near, another scenario
developed.
Said one insider of Mayfield's move: "They didn't drop
down to avoid Danville, they
dropped down to play Murray."
So long Tilghman...
With Murray back on Mayfield's schedule, Cardinal supports rejoiced. Murray fans
rejoiced. MHS athletic director
David Carr rejoiced. MHS band
boosters rejoiced.
Murray High has been circled
on Mayfield's schedule all summer, sending long-time rival
Paducah Tilghman into second
place in the rival standings.
So long Russellville...
Murray High, which hasn't
exactly overlooked this game
either, restructured its schedule
to fit its lack of experience in
preparation for the Cardinals.
Now, the road to the state
championship game in western
II See Page 12
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Raceway Auto Sales
753-9586

300 S. 4th

•

$2,950
$3,000
$2,000
$2,000
$2,500
$2,300
$2,900
$2,800
$1,950
$1,650
$1,150
$1,350
$$999590

Chev. S-10, King Cab, V-6, Auto , AC
LTD Crown Victona, Loaded, Nice
Chev Celebrity, V-6, White
Chev. Celebnty Euro, Red, Local
Mazda B200 Truck, Perfect Mech
Chev. Corsica, Blue
Chev Lumina, White, Red InteriOr
Chev Cavalier, 2 DR, Red Sharp
Buick Regal, White, Local Owner
Chev. Cavalier, Very Dependable
Ford Escort, 81,000 Miles .
Dodge Lancer, Local Car
Ford Couner, Auto, Mazda Motor
Ford Truck, Full Size, Auto
Lincoln Continental, Classic Car
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•
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To accommodate those interested in attending the Murray State
Homecoming parade, Calloway County little league basketball tryouts for girls in grades 2-5 will be at 7:15
Saturday, Oct 14, in
the high school gym. Tryouts for girls in kindergarten and first grade
will be at 8 a m. Anyone with questions should contact Peter
O'Rourke at Calloway County Middle School, 753-4182,

SPORTS ROUNDUP
FOOTBALL

BASEBALL

I.
•

NEW YORK (AP) -- Darryl
Strawberry, close to completing a
sentence for income tax evasion
may be in trouble again because of a
visit to a nightclub The New York
Daily News today said federal prose
cutors have asked Strawberry's
probation officer to look into whether
the Yankees outfielder's stop at a
local nightclub violated terms of his
house arrest

NEW YORK (AP) — The NFL
approved Delon Sanders' contract
with the Dallas Cowboys, but said
the contract circumvents the salary
cap and must be restructured
The
conditional approval will allow the
star cornerback to play with the
Cowboys as soon as he is healthy
Sanders is recovering from ankle
surgery and is not expected to play
until Oct 29 in Atlanta at the
earliest

NEW YORK (AP) - The New
York Yankees are close to signing
former Met Dwight Goodin, according to published reports

7

Movie
Only
Rentals

"100s

$

HOCKEY
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Richard
Burke and his partners expect to
own the Winnipeg Jets by the
weekend, and NHL commissioner
Gary Bettman said that Minnesota
has about a month to help Burke
bring the team here
Speaking to
the state's Task Force on Professional Sports, Beaman reaffirmed his
desire that the Jets move to the Twin
Cities He said he worked hard to
keep the sale price — $67 million —
lower than other franchise deals.

TENNIS

0
1

TOKYO (AP) — Eighteen year old
Mark Philippoussis of Australia dominated former world No 1 Stefan
Edberg, taking only 43 minutes to
whip the Swede 6-0. 6-2 in the $1
million Seiko Super tennis
tournament

to choose from*

PICK UP FRIDAY
BRING BACK MONDAY!

SCOREBOARD

RENTAL'SALES
Mo.n AAL,roy 7S.)

Jane Rogers Ins.

IO I

4 "T"

753-9627

•

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
State Farm Insurance Companies
Horn. Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

fill"

Now Open

BASEBALL PLAYOFFS

Thern

NISCIR
Connection

EASTERN CONFERENCE
W L Pct,
O 0 000
O 0 OM
0 0 000
O 0 003
O 0 000
Cleveland
0 0 000
Detroit
O 0 000
Indiana
O 0 000
ham
0 0 000
lAkeaukse
Ni. Jersey
0 0 000
O 0 000
New York
O 0 000
Orlando
O 0 :Philadelphia
O 0 000
Toronto
0 0 000
weettangton
WESTERN CONFERENCE
W I. ct.
0 0 000
Dallas
0 0 030
Demos
0 0 030
Golden State
0 0 000
Houseon
0 0 000
LA Clippers
0 0 000
LA Laken
IA nnseota
0 0 000

(Located behind Caine AMC Jeep
Eagle on Hwy 641 North)

Phone (502) 753-9753

All Your Favorite
NASCAR Drivers Memorabilia!

AL
AL
NI
NI
NI

jfarigfArrir

AL
AL

OS

Adonis
Bosion
Charlotte

/Mee& Litegue
Wedneeney, Oa 11
Atlanta 6. C(ndnnall 2, 10 innings Atlanta leads
*As 2-0
Frldery, Oct. 13
CAndrusall (Wells 6-6) at Atlanta (Aladdin 10-2).
707 pm
flarserday, Oct. 11
Cincinnati (Schourek 18-7) at Atlanta (Giving
16.7), 607 pm
Suadery, Oct. 11
Candinal (Smiley 12-5) at Atlanta (Smolt1 12-7).
607 pm, 11 necessary
Tuesday, Oct. 17
Atlanta at CIncinnall. 797 pm, 11 necessary
Wednesday, Oct. la
Atlanta at Cincinnati, 707 pm 11 necessary

1400A Hillwood Drive
Murray, Kentucky 42071

INAPAI

NBA PRESEASON

AO Thies CDT
LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES
American Lague
Wednesday, Oct. ii
Cleveland S. Seattle 2, asses bed 1-1
Friday, Oct. 13
Seattle (Johnson 111-2) at Cleveland (Nagy 164).
707 pm
Saturday, Oct. 14
Seattle (Senn 7-2) al Cleveland (HUI 4.1), 8-07
pm
Smedley, Oct. IS
Seeds (Wolcott 3-2) at CNvitlend (Marlirst
12-5). 607 pm
Tuesday, Oct. 17
Chntand at Seattle, 707 p en, 11 necsaaary
Weelneedsy, Oct. OA
CleveSnd C Seethe, 307 pm, if wiceseary

OS
0.1
0
0
0
0
0

0,4
o cr 000 o o 000

I:teem
po,und

Sacramento
San Amon()
Swats
then
VAActs‘Nor

0 0 OCO
0 0 WO
0 0 000
0 0 000
0 0 000
Thursday's Cowin
Washington n Ni. York at Charleston SC
730 pm
San Antonio al Houston. 530 p in
Chartist C Phown, 10 pm
Friday's GOMIS
Atlanta vs Houston it Tarps, Fl, 730 pm
Phladelpha at Detroit. 730 pm
Cienhend vs Chicago at Peons, 16 II 30 p.m
Dan. at Indiana 630 pm
Sacramento ve, Denver at Wichita. Kan., 8:30
p rn
Golden Sias vs LAW at Abuquerque. NIA,
9 30 p m
Portland at Vancouver. 10 pm
Orlando vs L.A. Ciphers at Anaheim.
10 30 pm
Seattle vs LA Laken at Honolulu. inItINght

WORLD SER- IES
Saturday, Oct. 21
champion at Ni. champion, 6 27 m
Suaday, Oct. 22
at Ni.. 627 pm
Tuesday, Oct. 34
ai AL, 727 pm
Wedaesday, Oct. 211
at AL 727 pm
Thursday, Oct. 26
at AL, 727 pm, if necessary
Saturday, Oct. 26
at NI. 827 pm. It necessary
Smedley, Oct. 21I
at NI. 627 p.m CST, II necessary

FROM PAGE 11
They'll get a chance to make a
statement in front of a national
cable TV audience against a similar surprise story. The Rams
matched their victory total from
last year with a 4-0 start before
losing 21-18 at Indianapolis Oct.
1.
Coach Rich Brooks is shooting
higher than just making the playoffs. Earlier this week, he was
talking about home-field advantage. It's clear he doesn't want
his team getting satisfied.
"It's our only chance to be
exposed like this this year,"
Brooks said. "I would hope that
we play well and show the '95
Rams are definitely different."
This week, he'll see how flexi-

Car And Horne Audio By:
JVC, Pioneer, Panasonic, Kenwood, Orion, Cerwin-Vegal,
Sentrek, Sanyo, Savard & many others.

KAWASAKI

Our Installer Has 23 Yrs Experience • Complete In-Store Electronic Repair Dept.

Bayou 300 4x4
with Travel Trailer
Register at your nearest NAPA Store.
No purchase required. One entry per
mailing address. Drawing to be hold
November 8, 1995.

AUTOUTE RESISTOR
SPARK PLUGS
Mm•U•rul

Autolite
--1caimit Awoke
—est

FINAL COST
AREll MATE

RV ANTI-FREEZE
Watch The Protects
water systems Irrtm
weather damage to 50 F
Napa 500 cold
I In t ••g,
Nov. 12
99
ESPN

$2

0

Own&

FOR

753-f,

Res

"Spe

David'

T:

MU Homecoming

blc they are. Atlanta is the only
team using the run-and-shoot
offense, which features four wide
receivers, no tight ends and one
running back. Brooks said he'll
play five or six defensive backs
almost all of the time, meaning
another bye week for middle linebacker Shane Conlan.
Jones, however, said his
offense isn't that much different
than any other team.
"We have the same routes and
do the same things," Jones said.
"We happen to play four wideouts 60 percent of the time. I've
always thought if we didn't have
a name, the average guy would
not even know that we do anything different."
George is the second-rated
passer in the NFC and has completed 63.2 percent of his passes.
He has thrown a touchdown pass
in 13 of his last 14 games.
Eric Metcalf leads the NFL
with 42 catches, and the other
wideouts, Terence Mathis, Bert
Emanuel and J.J. Birden, have
27, 25 and 17 receptions.

Citgo Card

-c
South 12

WEST]

1
4

•Rivalry...
NAPA POWER -

60 MONTH BATTERY
NAPA

ANTI-FREEZE cooling system
metros.
COOLANT
yOtr, IntnP
1 Gallon
Alter 'I" mall-Is Mato
Reg Price
Weil in Rebate
final Cost

WORLD OF SOUND
222 S. 12th • Murray • 753-5865 Use our convenient layaway for Christmas

•:• Four Wheel Drive
• 290 cc Engine
•:. Cargo Rack
• Mud Flaps
•:• Front & Rear Suspension

Tues

•Rams...

— WE SELL THE BEST FOR LESS —
ri(411

TUE

second-largest ever to see baseball at the Kingdome, could
"I had health, I had youth back
shake him.
then," he said. "After all I've
"The prospect of going down
been through, with the shoulder 0-2 and facing Randy Johnson is
surgery and all, this was very
not one that causes your appetite
satisfying."
to stay with you very long,"
Necessary, too.
Indians manager Mike Hargrove
The best-of-7 series moves to
said.
Jacobs Field for Game 3 Friday
"Tonight, as far as we were
night. Mariners ace Randy Johnconcerned, we had to win this
son, finally able to get some time
game. I can't emphasize that
off this week, starts on four days' enough. If this was a test of our
rest, opposed by Charles Nagy. character, we passed."
Seattle is 28-3 this season in
Not the crowd noise, not the
games Johnson starts. The Marin- fireworks set off after Griffey's
ers also won the last time he home run, not the momentum the
pitched — in relief in Game 5 of _ Mariners were starting to build
the first-round playoffs against
was going to stop Hershiser.
New York.
Hershiser, who blanked Boston
"We looked at this as sort of a
for 7 1-3 innings in the first
must-win for us," Hershiser said. round of the playoffs, struck out
The Indians did not want to go
seven and - his lone' walk was
home with two losses, and thanks
intentional. Jose Mesa pitched the
to Hershiser, they did not. Not
ninth, allowing Jay Buhner's seceven a crowd of 58,144, the
ond home run of the postseason.

(next to Century 21)

I•

El

FROM PAGE 11

•

'See me for all your family insurance needs
305 N. 12th St., Murray

ceeded in holding the Braves'
scoring down.
The problem, though, is the
Reds' own run production.
Th:y've totalled only three runs
in the first two games and just six
runs in their last five games
against Atlanta this season.
After leaving six runners on
base in a 2-1, 11-inning loss
Tuesday, they left nine on base
Wednesday.
"We just couldn't get the big
hit. Everybody in the lineup had
an opportunity, we just couldn't
get the hit," Johnson said.
Or the bounce.
Cincinnati had Bret Boone on
third base with two outs in the
ninth when Greg McMichael
bounced a change-up. The ball
glanced off Lopez's glove, then
hit his foot and stayed near home
plate. Boone was forced to stay at
third, and Mariano Duncan
grounded out to end the inning.
In the 10th, Atlanta loaded the
bases on two singles and a walk,
Ryan Klesko came up to pinchhit for Mike Devereaux and
quickly fell behind in the count
0-2. Portugal threw a curveball
that bounced past catcher Benito
Santiago, and Mark Lemke
scored from third.
"He threw it probably 59 feet,
and there was no chance for Bennie to block it. That's the way it
goes," Johnson said.
A moment later, Lopez hit his
three-run homer, and the Braves
were dancing in the dugout. Not
the sort of sendoff the Reds had
looked forward to.

▪ Hershiser...

Sponsored By:

CENTER
200 1

two strikeouts, including Reggie
Sanders' fourth of the game and
14th in five playoff games.
"It's a very uncomfortable
feeling," Reds manager Davey
Johnson said. "We've got to
score more runs. Our offense just
hasn't produced that many."
The game drew 43,257, and
some of the outfield upper-deck
seats that were so conspicuously
empty a night before had bodies
in them for Game 2. Still, the
lack of a sellout for either game
was treated as a civic disgrace in
the local newspapers, and consecutive losses in extra innings
weren't making the mood any
lighter.
One thing the Reds have going
for them is the memory of the
last time they faced Maddux in
Atlanta. It was Maddux's worst
start of the season, featuring five
walks, eight hits and five earned
runs in 6 2-3 innings of a 9-3
loss.
"Of course nothing is guaranteed, but I couldn't think of a
better guy to be on the mound
than Greg Maddux. It seems like
money in the bank," said pitcher
Mark Wohlers, who pitched the
10th for a save to go along with
his Game 1 victory.
Cincinnati will go with its third
straight left-hander, David Wells,
who has never pitched in a league
championship series. The Reds
entered this series thinking they
had to shut down Atlanta's lefthanded hitters, and they've suc-

Calloway girls little league tryouts set

$800

;ItAt

FROM PAGE 11

BRIEFS

Homecoming Specials!
'87
'91
16
'86
'87
'88
'90
'89
'86
'86
'85
'86
78
'77
'73

II Reds...

Sports

Murray's Only $3,000 and Under Lot
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Murray State Racers
vs.
Morehead State

FROM PAGE 11
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99
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Murray
Auto Parts

Saturday, October 14th • 2:30 p.m.
Roy Stewart Stadium
Tickets Available By Calling (502)762-4895
The game is sponsored by

302

ONTEL CELLULAR.

C

A elp Mobilnet Service

1300 N 12th St • 753-4424
WE KM AMERICA Rona

Kentucky goes through Mayfield, not Russellville.
Mayfield (6-1) leads Murray
(6-1) 55-15-1 in the series, and
that record will change by two
games in 1995.
Friday night's Tigers.

•
S.

tel

Cardinals contest will be interesting, but hardly a classic.
Mayfield, according to most
"experts" is a prohibitive
favorite.
The series won't begin to
reach its peak until the Tigers
and Cardinals meet in the
playoffs.
And, fans won't have to wait
five years for that.
Give it about five weeks.
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Eva's Country
Kitchen

FOOTBALL

Tuesday-Saturday 5 a.m.-8 p.m.
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Woodmen offers a wide variety of
life insurance plans which provide
flexibility on insurance protection
and tax-deferred interest features.
To find the plan" that meets your
needs, contact:
'Nero
'
or

"114"1""ar/
STEVE PARKER/edger & Times pholo

Murray linebacker Jon Bell puts a hit on Fulton City's Antonio Williams in last week's 42-0 Tiger win at Ty Holland
Stadium. Murray hosts Mayfield this Friday night.

James R. Jackson
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple,Murray
753-8113

Woodmen

DBD

VS.

Murray High (6-1)

PLUMBING

October 13, 1995 — 7:30 p.m.
Ty Holland Stadium

Residential 40 Commercial
• Service Repair
"Specializing in Quality Work"
Darren Howard

Tele/Fax 753-4736

Season-long wait over
as Tigers host Mayfield

400
-11111.1h
1

8

By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer

CITGO
Jrld
•0"
•Seit Service .Full Service
.Major Brand Oils
Card, Map Credit Cards 8 American Express

Accepted

'Quality Service at Competitive Prices'

South 12th • Murray • Monk Stalions,.Mgr. • 753-1615

WESTERN KENTUCKY INSURANCE

GO
TIGERS
G
753-5842

.Make The
Winning
Choice...

There's no more worrying about looking ahead to
next week's game in the Murray High camp. The
game of the season, the game everyone has anticipated
since August, has finally arrived.
Murray hosts Mayfield Friday night in a game that
will almost certainly decide the district championship.
The two 6-1 teams, who have not met since 1990 after
playing for 65 straight seasons, clash at 7:30 at Ty
Holland Stadium.
"We try to keep the kids focused, but they pretty
much know when the big games are," Tiger coach
Rick Fisher said. "I don't think we'll have to work too
hard to get the players ready for this one. If they can't
get up to play Mayfield, they need to play another
sport."
Mayfield is the No. 1 team in Class A, suffering
their first loss of the season last week, a 27-22 setback
to Hopkinsville, the top team in Class 3A. The Cardinals moved down to Class A this season after being
one of the dominant teams in Class 2A from the
mid-70s up until last year. Mayfield won the Class 2A
state title in 1993.
"The fans would have liked to have seen us play
Mayfield last year when we were a senior club and
they had some young players, and this year it's the
opposite because they're a senior team and we've got
some young players," Fisher said. "They're catching
us at a good time because of that, but we'll go out and
do the best we can, and whatever happens, happens."
Mayfield has been dominant in most of its wins this
season, outscoring opponents 235-48, including 85-0
in the first quarter and 57-7 in the Third period.
Murray hasn't been too shabby either, as it has outscored its last three opponents by a total of 101-7.
Defense, however, has been Murray's mainstay as it

Good Luck
Tigers!
Compliments of

MYERS J.H. Churchill
umber Co. Funeral Home

...For All Your HomeImprovement Needs

500 S. 4th St.•753-6450
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New Owners: John & Dinah Mattson
and a New Look...
But The Same Good Home
Cookin' and Convenient Hours.

.. 'i

$8.99

753-5273

•

4

Sunday Lunch Buffet
Owners

•

•

Tuesday Night Prime Rib Special
5-8 p.m.

13

1995

Terry & Karen Isaacs, Owners

201 S. 3rd St.

753-2411

was ninth in the state in rushing defense last week,
allowing only 76.7 yards per game, and held Fulton
City to only 21 yards on the ground in a 42-0 win last
Friday.
Murray is 2-0 in district play while Mayfield is 1-0
with a win over Fulton County. While the two have
almost guaranteed themselves the two top spots in the
district, the No. 1 position should be decided Friday
night.
"Every coach wants to get his program in a position
where every year they'll play for a championship,"
Fisher said. "Some players never get to, but our kids
have been fortunate to have had the chance to play for
a ch4mpionship just about every year. That says a lot
about how far we've come and where we want to go.
"The thing everybody's got to realize is that these
kids have never played Mayfield, so they're not intimidated by them," he added. "We played a few teams
with talent like Mayfield's in getting to the state
championship game last year, and whether we have
that same kind of talent will be decided Friday."
The Cardinals are led in rushing by Gerald Lunsford, with 691 yards and 10 touchdowns, while Mike
Bright, a likely candidate for Mr. Football, has picked
up 442, also with 10 scores. Jon Schlosser has passed
for 682 yards and nine touchdowns.
"Bright is a good running back, and they've got
good speed and so many weapons." Fisher said. "They
can score from anywhere with several different
people.
"And you can't underestimate their quarterback; last
week they only had 105 yards rushing but he threw for
244 yards," Fisher added. "So they're pretty balanced.
It all boils down to if we come to play. If we do, we'll
be in the game, and if not, it will be a long night for
us."
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Lite Insurance Society
Home OM,Omaha riebeaslui

West Kentucky
Properties
Steve Durbin
Principal Broker
Commercial
Residential
Rentals • Property
• Management -

1315 Main Street • Murray, Ky.
Office: 502-759-1161 • 1-800-755-1236
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MURRAY
AUTO PARTS
1300
N. 12th St.

753-4424

MONEY'S WORTH
Large Selection of
Good - Dependable
Used Cars & Trucks

Williams Used Cars
Mon.-Sat. 10-6, 492-8898
Hwy. 641 - 1 mi. North of Hazel, Ky.
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Take It Home Tonight
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Classified
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
1211Picw Ach
40% Oessoure and Run,
Nr% Discount Sad Run
ad Ael haia Duo INFO 4 Day Period)
$2.00 pet column Inch extra for
Twist:km (Shopping Guide).

Reader Ads
305 pot word. $6.00 minimum
41 day.6$ per word per dcry tor
each additional consecultve
day. $2.00 extra lot Shopper
(Tues. Cksselleds go into Shopping Guide.) $2.03 extra for
blind box ads.

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid
A $2.
s will be required to make
any changes to ad atter deadline

CALL 753-1916

TO
AIME

$6.00 Column Inch
0 IC
020
025
030
040
050

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thonks
in Memory
Lost & Found

080

SERVICES
Insurance

230
250
290
530

Exterminating
Business Services
Heating & Cooling
Services Offered

EMPLOYMENT

ANNOUNCEMENTS
060
070
090
100
110

Heip Wonted
Domestic & Childcor•
Stuation Wonted
Business Opportunity
Instruction

TRANSPORTATION

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
FARMERS MARKET
190
370
390
400
550

Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed

ADJUSTMENTS..........................

Mobile Homes for Rent
280
285 Mobile Home Lots for Rent
Business Rentals
300
Want To Rent
310
Apartments For Rent
320
Rooms For Rent
330
Houses For Rent
340
For Rent or Lease
303

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

470
480
485 ...
490
495
500
510
520

MERCHANDISE
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
195
200
210
220
240
260
380

Actsfertiren aro sequosted
check the lint Insadku
Ihrik ado lotany arm aluirayA
Lodges' a /knot vtill be se(
spoesible foe only'on•Incat
red Inutile. Any sin*
shoukt be repotted Imreedli.4
chilly so carteclkxis can be
•
mode

REAL ESTATE SALES

Computers
kir Sale or Trade
Wont To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
.. Vacuum Cleaners
. SevAng Machines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
MisCelloneous
TV. & Radio
Pets & Supplies

270
365
420

430
435
440
450
460

Mobile Homes For Sae
or Sole or Lailie
Home Loons
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Forms For Sale
Homes F-or Sole

OFFICE HOURS;

MISCELLANEOUS
Public Sole
For Trade
Free Colurr.;-;
Wonted

410
540
560
570

NOW to
unskilled
borers A
COL DMA
Apply at
Construct'
Fern Veil
villa,
502-966-

NOW wk.
tor Puma
prensoe h
honing i
753-8181
43m. c
Chestnut

Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-11 a.m.
are 2 Oars
ocenonosi

Doadfines

Sr

050

050

n20

0640

060

Help
Wanted

Help
Wanted

Help
Wooed

EXPERIENCED
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DO you need a JOB and a
G E.D ? Do you need help
in making positive advances for the future? We
have 22 JOB OPENINGS
for people between the
ages of 16-22 years, who
are not in school. Call
753-9378 five days a week
between 8:00arn- 3:00pm
We are an E 0.E. This prosect a funded by the Western Kentucky Private Industry Council- JTPA.

DRIVERS- EOE, Don't just
take our word for it, talk to
Maverick drivers They'll
tell you that they get Excellent pay packages with
yearly increases, top ofthe-line freightliners, home
most weekends, quarterly
bonuses, tarp & dispatch
pay, paid insurance, 401K
plan. We appreciate our
drivers Maverick TransInc
portation,
800-289-1100, Must be 24
YOA & have 1 year OTR.

Notice

HiP0
Wanted

Large
pitchei
Auturr
assorti
ITIOOSe

IN THE CALLOWAY COUNTY
FISCAL COURT

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

In the matter of the petition of Francis E.
Harrington and wife, Ruth J. Harrington for
the discontinuance of a road under KRS
178.070 and KRS 178.320 in Calloway
County, Kentucky.

Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehen
sive policy pays for
Skilled Intermediate or
With
Custodial Care
Medicare's new guide
lines for confinement
Nursing Home Insur
ance is more important
than ever

NOTICE
The Calloway County Fiscal Court will hold
a public hearing on a petition by Francis E.
Harrington and wife, Ruth J. Harrington to
close an unnamed, dedicated fifteen foot
(15') alley in the original plat of the town of
Dexter which is recorded in Deed Book 6,
Page 167, in the office of the Calloway
County Court Clerk, to wit:
1. The County has never established the
street and the street would not provide
access to any property owner abutting the
alley.
2. Notice of the road closing and a written
report of the findings of two(2)reviewers
in conjunction with the County Road
engineer will be performed in accordance
with KRS 178.070.
3. The closing of the unnamed, dedicated
street will, in no way, inconvenience the
public.
The public hearing will be a 1:30 p.m. in the
Weeks Community Center Auditorium during the meeting of the Calloway County
Fiscal Court on October 19, 1995.
Dated this 14th day of September, 1995.
J.D. Williams
County Judge/Executive
Calloway County, Murray, Kentucky

CITY..OF HAZEL. .ORDINANCE NO. 95-620.1'
An ordinance relating to excess real
property belonging to the city of Hazel,
Kentucky.
WHEREAS, the City of Hazel, a sixth
class Kentucky city, has title to all real
estate designated but never used as alley
ways located just west of US Highway 641
south and running parallel to same from the
State Line Road at the south, north to the
end oflot number 11 in Block 15 as recorded
in Deed Book 3, Page 445. In addition all
unused right of ways running west from
above referred property to KWT Railroad
right of way.
WHEREAS,the City does not now or ever
intend to open these alley ways.

REQUIRED
1 Heavy Tax Knowledge
2 Computer Systems
Knowledge
3 Estate & Trust Experience
A Pius
Send resume & relerenoes to
Johanna Fox, CPA,
417 S 6th
St, Mayfield, KY 42066
All Informaton Kept Confidential

For tree
Information call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
7534199
-tree local clam service"
ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981
CATFISH dinners Thursday and Friday nights Take
Me Back Cafe, 753-6425
Carryouts welcome
LEASE to hunters,
300/acre wildlife refuge
753-1300

Electronic Repair
Most Major Brands

World of Sound

DRIVERS- $36,000+
yearly, up to 36cts/mi , be
home every 9-12 days free
medical, dental, retirement
$1,000 tarp, $500 safety
bonus Assigned tractors
Hornady Truck Line
800-646-9664

DRIVER- EXPERIENCE
THE GROWTH!Opportunities for shorthaul, container
services, blanket wrap,
reefer. Cad Burlington Motor Carriers, ask about our
$500 sign-on & safe driving
bonus. 800-JOIN-BMC
EOE

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071
Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Anytime By Appointment

1

502-759-1333
Service and Quality At Everyday Low Prices
Complete Indoor display for your privacy and year round convenience.

IMPROVE YOUR

Pizza Magic Aurora Open
5pm Thurs, Fn. Sat Pizza,
salads, hot sandwiches,
gyrc:4 & bread sbcks Dnepr) or carry out. 474-8119 or.
1-800-649-3804
- -

SPACES we now available
for flea market spaces in
Benton. Phone 354-8782
for more information.

Festival Weekend Sale
Oct 13-15
Discounts Up To 50%

Hitching Post
in Aurora
Open 10 AM 5 PM

474-2266

HEALTH!
Relaxation
Stress Reduction
• - -Pain Relief

753-3801
7 DAYS A WC-EH
10:00AM - I 0,00PfV1
Dove Estes I.AAT

MASSAGETO YOU
Convenient studio or outco/ls to ucxir home or hotel

/ ALPINE
•lockrordrosciab

Clarion Tcags
41C- A. Li

Irk ILO IC, II 0

Car Audio
Sunset Boulevard Music

WHEREAS, there are encroachments
built across these right of ways making
current use impossible.

Dixieland Center
Be it ordained by the City of Hazel that
these alley ways be closed in accordance
with KRS 82.400 and KRS 82.405, and
further that these right of ways be divided
by agreement with present property owners
and in accordance with KRS.
This ordinance shall take effect after its
passage and upon publication.
Enacted this 2nd day of October, 1995.
W. Dan Farris
Mayor
A I 1 EST:
Janice Wilkinson
City Clerk

Classified
Time Warner Satellite Services

PRIMESW
is looking to relocate it's offices
to Murray, Ky. Looking for
commercial property for office
space. 2,500 sq. ft.

Contact Bruce Simmons

502-247-9922

1 DRIVERS NEEDED to fill
107 driving lobs Representative in your area this week
taking applications for inexperienced drivers No experience needed No training required to be pre-hired
for a good future with pob
security Call today for
information 615-443-4317
or 800-999-4317
ACCEPTING applications
at Dutch Essenhaus
753- 2334
ALASKA JOBS! To
$30,000 three months fishing salmon' Year round
fishing crab, halibut, herring Construction, canneries, oil fields, more! Hiring
now 504-429-9223 Ext
3374 S41
ATTENTION Murray No
experience needed
$500/$900 weekly/
potential processing mortgage refunds in your area
Part or full-time Call
1-216-233-4204 (24 hrs )
AVON $8-$15/hr Bonuses
No door to door Mail order
program No minimums
1-800-827-4640 inclisls/
rep
CONCRETE finishers
needed full or part time
502-898-8425

Owen's
Part or Full
Time Deli Help
Needed Apply at
Owen's Market.
1407 W. Main St.

MECHANIC- Heavy equipment and trucks, five years
experience. Apply in person at: Southern Pipeline
Construction Company,
1272 Old Fern Valley Road,
Louisville, Ky 40219.

needed. $45,000 income
Call
potential.
1-800-513-4343 Ext B8155

NEEDED Pipefitter/ NOW Accepting applicaWelders, Millwrights, Insu- tions for roofing and oonlators, Electricians, Health &Ovation workers. Call AdVacation - vance Roofing and ConI ns ,
IMMEDIATE Opening for 401K-Holidays, EOE- Drug strucbon at 753-5814.
Classified Manager at ag- screen Cantact: Steve
gressive Western Kentucky Laverty, 316-378-4401 or
POSITION
to:
Resume
daily newspaper (14,500 Fax
ck
'DRIVERS
A-Lert
316-378-3900.
FILLED
circulation). Supervise inEXPERIENCED- OTR
Corporation.
side and outside stet( and
person at
Tired of long hours & low maintain own established
KENTUCKY telephone di- Woodoraftes, Murray.
pay? Earn up to
account list. Experience rectories is looking for a
$40-55.00/yr and top benenecessary Competitive part & full time Sales Rep.
fits with Roehl Oualcornm
salary and excellent benefit
in the Murray area Paid
48/53' van or flatbed. Drop
package Send resume weekly. Call for interview
& swap.95% no touch Sign
expectations to: 527-5120.
with
salary
on bonus Talk to our drivAdvertising Director, The
ers. Driver trainers and
Gleaner,
P 0.Box 4, Henwelcome.
teams
derson, Ky 42420
1-800-467-6345.
INSURANCE dark for ChirDRIVERS NEEDED No opractic Clinic Experexperience necessary No ienced in insurance relation
cost training available to & filing for all types of insurthose who quality Many ance, basic clerical, comAT
companies ready to pre- puter skills To apply phone
hire $30,000 potential For 759-1117 between
°PER HOUR
$5.
more information call 9arn-4pm
1-800-525-3237

Classified

tiauktek

753-5865

RAPID WEIGHT LOSS.
Only $17.95. Burns fat, calories, stops hunger. Lose
3-5 pds a week guaranteed Call for information,
United Pharmaceutical
800-733-3288 (C.0 D's
accepted).

HANDYMAN needed, lob MODELS WANTED for TV
includes, mowing basic & national magazines.
plumbing, carpentry, elec- Male, female, children. AN
trical Must have phone, types, all sizes No experipreferably a truck
ence necessary For infor753-2339, 753-8767
c•11
mation
HOME 'TYPISTS, PC users 1-800-211-2099

753-0113

America's Second Car

ZfUgly Duckling
WAMMIZEM
Locations Coast to Coast
HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans. and Vans For Moving

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in average health and can
answer no to a few questions you may qualify for
preferred rates Below are a few monthly preferred
rates at different ages for $4000 policy
age 50
age 55
age
age
age
age

MALE
$11 61
14 18

FEMALE
$9 20
10 96

NEW LOWER RATES AGE 60 UP
60
17 50
13 09
65
21 78
15 54
70
27 31
19 33
75
38 77
26 18
Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.

NOW HIRING

DRIVERS- OTR Pick and
Choose! Our drivers can
say no to Northeast freight
and yes to getting home
often! Great health & dental. Guaranteed home policy. Teams & singtes. Min.
23, 1 yr OTR, CDL with
HazMat. 800-848-0405.
Paschall Truck Lines, Inc
an EEO Employer
DRIVERS- OTR $1000
Sign- On Bonus, new conveneonat equipment, great
benefits, lease program
Earn up to 29 cents per
mile Students welcome
Cal Ark International
800-950-TEAM, or
800-889-1030
DRIVERS Singles OR
Teams - 0/0 Lease
Program no money down
Must meet DOT requirement Late model walk-in
Call Artie Express,
800-927-0431
DRIVERS- Solo & Teams,
$2,000.00 sign on. Top
teams earn $103,000+,
major benefits/motel &
deadhead pay. Driving
school grads welcome.
Convenant Transport,
800-441-4394 . Students
call 800-338-6428.
EXPERIENCED DRIVERS
Premium conventionals,
Longhaul, shorthaul, vans,
fiats, dedicated, up to 27ct
per mile to start, more
home time, full benefits
BUILDERS TRANSPORT
1-800-822-2189, Ext. D-6
EXPERIENCED preschool teacher at local
Child Development Center
For more information,
753-5227. EOE
EXPERIENCED roofer &
siding man, at least lyr
experience Also experienced laborer 753-2592
EXTERIOR maintenance
including landscaping,
painting, brick cleaning,
asphalt sealing, etc. Hard
work, experience a plus.
Serious inquiries only,
400-500. /59-4118.
FIREFIGHTERS- Trainee
program Limited openings.
Must pass physical 17-34
with high school diploma
Excellent pay/benefits.
Paid training/relocation exCall
penses.
800-284-6289

GOOD JOBS FOR GOOD PEOPLE
NOTICE of Apprenticeship
Opportunity: The Joint Apprenticeship and Training
Committee, Paducah Division, I.B.E.W.- N E C.A. for
the Electrical Industry will
begin a year around process for accepting applications for Apprenticeship.
Applications will be accepted on the last Friday of
each month beginning Octoter 27, 1995, between
the hours of 8:00 a m.- 4.30
p.m at the I.B.E.W. Local
816 Union Hall, 4515
Clarks River Road, Paducah, Kentucky. High school
transcripts and aptitude
test results will be required
to complete the application
process. All applicants
must fully meet the following minimum qualifications
to qualify for an interview. 1.
AGE- Must be at least 18
2.
years of age
EDUCATION- High school
graduate with one years
passing grades in Algebra.
Transcript required DIRECTLY FROM high
school within 30 days of
application. 3. APTITUDE
TEST- S72-2R-77 taken at
any State Employment office. Test results will be
reviewed by the Committee. Minimum Score- 47. 4
PHYSICAL CONDITION All selected applicants will
be required to take a physical examination. A drugscreen test will also be
required as part of this
physical exam Each applicant who meet all basic
requirements will be interviewed by the Committee.
The interviewers will consider: reliability, interest, attitude, judgement,
cooperativeness, as well as
other personal traits All
applicants will be received
without regard to race,
color, religion, national origin or sex. Each applicant
must meet all basic requirements to be eligible for an
inIONVIEM Apprentices will
be selected in order of their
ranking resulting from rating of interviewers.

Hadn't

litt're out so win you owe'

'fordo.% Isea

PR1MEST-‘7'-at
Mayfield, Ky.
Is now taking applications for the
position of customer service technician. This is an entry level position in
one of the companies fastest growing
services. Competitive compensation,
excellent benefits, and a fast pace and
challenging career opportunity for the
qualified candidate. Requirements for
this position include the following:
high school diploma, work related
experience in customer service,televisions, VCRs, & stereo equipment,
work experience of 5 years in basic
typing & computer skills. Only qualified applicants will be accepted. Applicants should submit a resume by
October 14, 1995. Interested persons
should send resume and references to:

Time Warner
Satellite Services
1102 Paris Road, Suite 152
Mayfield, ICY 42066
Time Warner is an Equal
Opportunity Employer

schedules with lots of off time)
• 8 hour fixed (fixed 7 a.m.-3:30 p.m. and 3:30 p.m. to midnight work
schedules Monday thru Friday)
Starting pay rates are S5.59 for 12 hour work schedules and $5.30 for 8
hour. Positions leading to regular full-time employment include a
comprehensive benefit package.
If you've got what it takes to work with the world's best toymakers,

HAIR stylist needed, Nice
Hair Inc in Paducah and
Murray, now hiring Cliental
already established competitive pay, hours earn6pm, M- Sat. Closed Sundays & holidays 753-0542
or 502-442-4386

please contact:

M & IA Remodeling s now
taking applications for carpenters 753-6869

Murray Employment Agency
201 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 420'71
759-2150
An Equal Opportunity Employer-Al/FON

4

NIL

"Ti

011....111.1114•

•
In response to existing employment opportunities, applications are now
being accepted for production operator positions on the following shifts:
• 12 hour fixed (fixed noon to midnight and midnight to noon work

FOOD Products Demonstrators needed for area
grocery stores Must be
available Fn & Sat Call the
Co
Demo
1-800-466-6284

or^.

APPLY IN PERSON AT:
U.S. 641 & Chimitnut
Murray, KY 42071

Fisher-Price

905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-4199
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1-800-455-4199

Positions are currently available on all shitts. We can
tailor a schedule to fit your needs. As a Hardee's
employee you will receive:
• Free Uniforms • Salary Reviews •50% Masi Discount
• Flexible Hours • Premium Wages • Incentive prizes
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Help
Wanted

NOW hiring skilled and
unalulkK1 construction laborers Ago, opening for
CDL Drivers. Class A & B
Appty at Southern Pipeline
Construction Co , 1272 040
Fern Valley Road, Louts
Ky 40219
502-966-5195
NOW taking appications
tor Journeyman and apprensoe heat & sr Goods
tioning installers Call
753 8181 from 7 30am to
4 3m. or come by 802
Chestnut St to apply

Sat., Oct. 14, 1995 • 10 A.M.
Murray, Ky. - 1005 Poplar
Selling the Ploy Patterson Estate
PARTIAL LISTINC
Large Limoges vase + footed compote•pink
pitcher + china tea pot + set of china(Lenox
Autumn)+ painted compote + Saxon china +
assorted candy dishes + bride's basket +
moose creamer + Lefton bone dish + Baveria
teapot - plates - celery dish - bowls + 3 piece
pineapple set + small oil lamp + painted
Germany bowl + assorted vases + spoon
holder + milk glass pieces + Fenton vase + 03
churn + princess china bowl + Popecosser
china plate + footed toothpick holder +
Moonstone slipper + Graham sugar &
creamer set (pink) + Weaver stone jug +
maple dinette set - table w/6 chairs & hutch
+ small open front hutch + hen on nest + Set
of crystal elect. lamps w/prisms + coffee &
end tables (marble top) + rockers + 3 nice
parlor tables + flat iron + maple sewing
rocker + Broyhill sofa & rocker + Zenith TV
(port.) w/rerpote + gold frame wall mirror +
wash stand(birdseye maple)+ walnut bed +
3 piece waterfall bedroom suite + Fire King
pieces + Corning ware + cast iron pieces +
assorted old glass + butter mold + cedar
chest + 5 drawer chest + twist leg table w/
claw feet + sewing machine w/cabinet +
Hoover vacuum + assorted old quilts + 2 oil
paintings on canvas (signed) + old wooden
framed mirror + Occupied Japan pieces +
McCoy pieces + small trunks + full size
maple bed + metal glider w/2 chairs + box
lots + much, much more.
Terms & Conditions - Complete settlement
day of sale. Cash or good check with proper
ID and/or letter of credit to Doug Taylor
Auction Service from your bank (unless
personally known by The Auctioneer - No
exceptions). Announcements day of sale
take precedence over previously printed
material. Not responsible for accidents.
Lunch available.
For Information And Your Auction Needs
Contact:

Doug Taylor
AUCTION SERVICE
Puryear, Tennessee
(901) 247-3784
Lic. Ky. & Tn. #2027
"Taylor Made Auctions Are Better"
*** * A * *

**

* * * * * ** * * * * *

•
* ABsouLTE AUCTION
* Cattle-Farm-Machinery-Cars

* October 14, 1995 at 10:00 a.m.
Rain or Shine
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

1,1

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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*
*
*
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*
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Help
Wanted

NOW hinng tor full time PART- erne colter:eon exposition Job ',quotes self pert sought by progressive
conadent person(s), who medical pracios Applicant
we honest, hard working shouid possess knowledge
and desire a chanos to start of collection process 3rd
at an entry level position party bang, and excellent
and work tier way up Pas- communication skills
sion inckades delivery, col- Good pay and flexible
*dons and sales Wit offer hours Send resume to
oompeetve wages, product P 0 Box 1040 L, Murray,
purchaae plan and a health Ky 42071
insurance package Apply PART time Avon tales
in person at COLORTYME, Earn extra Chnstmes mo408 N 121h St Murray
ney 88-812/hour No door
PAINTERS needed, must to door New selling
methods (80-100% by
have 2yrs experience
Apply at Black's Decorating phone) Independent sales
Center, 701 S 4th St. Mur- representative
ray. Ky
800-735-5286

ESTATE AUCTION

Location: Reuben and Betty Barnes Farm in
Tennessee Ridge, TN on Old Stewart Road.
Directions: From Erin, TN follow signs to
Tennessee Ridge.
Reason: Reuben and Betty are retiring,
Terms: All cash day of sale or check that is
guaranteed by your bank.
List: 6 Angus Cows, Calf Squeeze Chute,
W.W. Brand Cattle Squeeze, Hay Rings,
Water Tanks, 18 ft. Neck Over Stock Trailer.
Farm Equipment:848 New Holland Hay
Roller net wrap used very little, Holland rake,
10 ft. 3 pt. Hay Tedder, Vioon Disk Mower,1H
47 Square Baler, 7 ft. Sickle, Belt Dive IH
Mower, 3 pt. Hay Spear, 10 ft. Clisin Link
Drag, 16 ft Flat Trailer.
Motor Vehicles: 1986 Olds Calais, 1979 Ford
P.U.
Machinery: Hydraulic Tilt and Electric Snow
Blade for P.U. Truck.
Misc. Items: Fuel Tank w/Pump, Fencing
Tools, Misc. Farm Hand Tools, Household
Items, 2 Porch Swings, Dresser, Recliner,
Tables, Dishes, Chest, Rug Shampooer, Sewing Machine, Cabinets, Lamp.
—ITEMS BELOW ARE SOLD ON RESERVE-5
35 Acre Show Place that Mr. and Mrs. Barnes
have taken lots of pride in. Here you will rind
excellent livestock facilities-barns-pins-cross
fencing-ample water supply. This farm is all
tractor land with land lying level to rolling.
Mr. Barnes has probably run more cattle per
acre that anyone in this area on the lush
pastures that are so well maintained. Reuben
has a 14 X 70 mobile on the property which
has built on porches and 2 baths. It's nice, be
out to bid, let's have Rube start packing.
Terms: 10% sale (late. balance due in 30 days
on real estate.
1-5 J.D. Crawler with 6-Way Blade. Come out
and operate this yourself before sale date.
1-684 IH Tractor 70 H.P., 1500 one owner
hours with new Doall Loader, Bucket and Hay
Spear
1-Taylorway 10 ft. pull type.
Note: Come and run these machines before
sale date by calling Rube at 615-721-4140.
A1111101111Seenteral made day of sale take
precedence over printed matter.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Want
- To !ivy

For Sale

ANTIQUES Enure estates
or 1 peal Cal Larry Elkins
492-8646 days 753-1418
evening.

Artlelee
Fa lel*

DOLL HOUSES Doll STEEL BUILDINGS Suns
house furniture, horse met sale Painted walls,
barns, *noes, etc Em- 5.000. save 304.40x10',
broidered gilt awns Cab- $4,761, 40.x60x14',
CASH paid for good, used bage doll clothes 'Wood-n- 88.524, 50',160'xI4
$10,058. 50x75**14',
Mies, shotguns, and pa- Crafts 502-247-5436
tois Benson Sporting G E Camcorder, less than $11,384 60030x14',
$13,581, 60'x100x16',
Goods, 519 S 12th
1yr old, wic,ase, excellent 817,028 Free brochures
Murray
condition. 437-4092
Sentinel Buildings,
GOOD used refrigerator MUMS MUMS 1) Best in 800 327-0790
492-8723
Murray 2) 3 Sizes 3) Over
WOODSTOVE $75, conWRECKED or Junk cars, 30 different cobra & variet- crete mixer $60, 16It twin
ies
4)
Bud
stage
5) Very axle trader
trucks, and all types scrap
8425, 4 tube
metal & appliances affordable 6) You don't florescent lights 810iee
have to dig D & M Market,
753-4133
Vanity & bathroom sink
403 Sycamore 753-7483
$40, steel tub $30, fiberg150
OAK Computer roll-top lass tub 850 753-6487
Artkiss
desk, excellent condition
For Rea
759-2580 after 5
PEOPLE Lease is now tak1SS
ing applications for light in- 2 STORM doors,
used SEE us for your barn or root
dustrial possbons in the $15/ea 2 Electric
Appliances
wall hea
metal Cut to length
Murray area. Apply in per- tens, $20/ea 1 6
Panel Cover's 36 inches, many FROST free refrigerators,
son at 1406 E North 12th steel door with
door aims, colors Economy Metal & 18 cu ft, white Fngidare
St. The Village Office $95 After
5pm, 435-4488 Supply Co 489-2722
$145 18 cu ft coppertone
Comdex, next to Cain's
Jeep Eagle between 2 TODDLER beds, 1 baby SET of new Ping Irons, Westinghouse, may need
9.30am & 400pm. Mon mattress, Antiques Taylor made Woods, new servicing, $75 753-8555
thru Fn
practice net, large Ping KENMORE portable dis492-8491
bag. new Bag- Boy cart. A hwasher, $125 753-7327
PRODUCTION PERSON- 8 COMPARTMENT Buffet
Drawbght trailer hitch for
NEL Day shift benefits af- bar & about 100 chairs
GM
car Call 759-9883.
160
ter probation period Apply Make an offer Call
Homo
in person at Mid- America 759-4653, 1pm-2 30pm SHARPE 7200 copier,
Ftimislinge
Homes, Inc. Hwy 641 By- only
reduces/enlarges
pass, Benton, KY 42025
753-6069
COUCH, recliner, queen
502-527-5006. Mid - DINING room table w/
bedding set After 5pm.
smoked
glass
top
$9500
SUNQUEST
WOLFF
TANAmerica Homes is an Equal
7599646
Full
sized
refrigerator
NING
BEDS
commerdaV
Opportunity Employer
875.00, and mid-sized home units from $199 Buy SOLID Oak, light finish diSAFETY advisors, microwave 855.00. AN in factory direct and save I Call nette table & chairs, $250
$2150/per mo Company great shape, 753-9885
today for free new color Large solid Oak coffee
will train, call Mon-Fri
catalog 800-462-9197
table & 2 end tables, $250
FIREPLACE insert. Ashley
9am-Ipm
only
Call 753-5644 after 5
TANNING
commerbeds,
model AHI1-B, used only 3
502-759-9130
cial units Must sell,
winters, 436-5684
SPECIALLY Funded
753-1300.
Coordinator- Provide onsite technical assistance
and training to Head Start
BOW HUNTING
Grantees in Western 'KenEQUIPMENT- Bowhunters
tucky in area of disability
Discount Warehouse,
services for preschoders.
Amenca's largest archery
Requires extensive travel.
supplier, stocks over 5000
BA Degree in Education,
bowhunong items at
Special Education or Hu20-40% off retail Call
man Services required. Ex1-800-735-2697 for free
perience in Head Start and
CLN1TON, KENTUCKY 184 page catalog
disability services preEAST CfTY LIMIT EDGE ON HWY 58
BRAND new PSE bow and
ferred. Send resume to Auall access $300 New 13ft
MRS. BRYAN PASSED AWAY SEVERAL YEARS
brey Nehnng, Head Start
alum portable ladder
AGO. MR. BRYAN HAS NOW MADE THE DECISION
Director, Audubon Area
stand, $150. Custom SKS
TO SELL HER WONDERFUL ANTIQUES!
Community Services Inc.
and reloading equipment
1800 West Fourth Street,
759-4732
P.O.Box 20004, OwensKentucky
boro,
GUNS buy, sell Of trade
42304-0004. Deadline Fri436-5650
ANTIQUE HIGHLIGHTS
day, October 20, 1995. An
Equal Opportunity Em210
Beautiful Wardrobe • 3-Washstands • Oak Ice Box-Mint
ployer WF/D
Cdndttion • Tin Front Pie Safe • Glass Door Kitchen CupFirewood
board • Vicirola w/RecordsVorke • Corner Pine Cabinet •
TRUCK Drivers You can
3 Drawer Chest • Oval Martle Top Table w/Lyre Btm • Rd
be home every weekend
A FIREWOOD for sale
Marble Top Table • Marble Top Smoke Stand • 4 Drawer
operating only Southeast
437-4667
Spool Cabinet • Singer Treadle Sewing Machine • Turtle
Region while earning up to
Top Table • Sq Top Table •9 Drawer Small Chest•3 DrawFIREWOOD, aiso tree ser
29cts per mile Call Beech
er Sewing Chest w/Side Pockets• Sq Top 1 Drawer Table • vice 436-2562
Trucking. 1-800-399-3902.
Telephone Table • Other Nice Tables • Rose Back Ladies
EOE.
Chair • White Table & Chairs• Dough Bowls • Granite Ware
220
WAITRESS needed, Eva's • Oil Lamps • Aladin Lamp • Beautiful Lamps • Miniature
Country
Kitchen, Items • Cast Iron • Crockery • Baskets • Ice Cream Chairs •
Musical
759-3136
Blue & Bell Top Jars • Tin Items • Nice Rockers-Cane &
CLARINET,
436-5597 after
Wood • Wash Bowls & Pitchers • 30 Quilts • Pine Table
WANTED Aide, room &
5pm
w/Chairs
&
Bench
•
Coke
Collectables
•
Pitcher
Collection
•
board •$225/week
Seth •Thomas Mantle Clock • Roll Top Bread Box• Figurines
-502-388-2641 after 5pm
• Butter Molds • Christmas Collectables • Lots Of Glass240
WANTED- A Journeyman
ware,Dep Era-Nippon-Bavaria-Germany-Hull And On..•
Plumber and a licensed
Trunks • Frames • Horse Collars & Flames • And On And
iteoelaneoue
HVAC technician with EPA
On
MODERN ITEMS: Maple Table w/4 Chairs • Maple
GETTING
MARRIED?
certification for long standTea Carl • Fern Stands • Frigidaire Side By Side Refrigeraing business in Frankfort.
tor • Uke New Fireplace Insert•2 Porch Swings & Frames• Beautiful- Affordable weddings. Photographs, flowBenefits. EOE. Inquire
Wrought Iron Yard Fumiture • CB Items • Skis • ......Barb
ers,
complete arrange502-227-7539.
Wire • Gates• Yard Tools • Barn Full Of Miscellaneous__
ments, large or small,
SALE!
COMPLETE
SETTLEMENT
DAY
OF
WILDLIFE/ CONSERVAChristian services, lovely
'DON JOBS. Game wargazebo,elegant chapel,
dens, security, maintelodging, no test,waiting
nance, etc. No exp. neces800-893-7274.
7
.
ESTATE
BROKER
AUCTIONEER a REAL
sary. Now hiring. For into
MEMORIES created in new
502-623-8466 - FANCY ranro, KY
call (219)794-0010 ext.
R
R
'ICI
Memory Chapel PersonalTHE SELL INC. MACHINE
7159,Eiam to 10prn. 7 clays.
ized weddings any size.
Photos, flowers, video, or070
dained minister, gazebo.
Domestic
Honeymoon suites and re& Chlidcars
Set., Oct. 14th, 1995
ception area on property.
CALL Unda 759-9553 Will
10:00 a.m. Rain or Shins
800-242-7115. Gatlinburg.
dean home or office
At the farm of Elta Winchester and the late
WEDDINGS. OldMarvin Winchester. 11 miles South of
fashioned candielite cereWILL babysit infant in my
Murray, Kentucky 2 miles South of New
monies. Smoky Mountains
home- Cherry Corner area
Concord on the Winchester Road.Take 121
Chapel, overlooking river,
References, call 753-0726
near Gatlinburg. Horse
Highway South of Murray to Winchester
drawn carriage, cabins, iaRoad.
100
CUZZis, ordained ministers.
Business
144 Acres Real Estate 144 Acres
Complete arrangements.
081)8TtlialY
Real Estate: Real Estate is to be offered in 3
'No test or waiting. HEARTBE YOUR OWN BOSS
LAND 800-448-VOWS
tracts then in its entirety.
Possible $2500 part time
(8697).
1:31.138
Tract
Acres
of
woods
with
over
2,000
$8000 full time monthly,
WEDDING SPECIAL- Rofeet of road frontage.
processing insurance'
mantic, affordable, stainclaims for health care proTract II & III: Consist of 107.790 Acres with a 3
glass chapel Candlelight
viders. Investment rebedroom brick home, 2 baths, living room,
service, Music, Video, One
quired Software purchase
kitchen & dining combination,den, utility room,
night lodging- Just
plus computer. Financing
parcel walk out basement, carport. Also Pole
$199.00 Pigeon Forgeavailable. 800-722-SAMS.
barn and Tobacco barn.
Gadinburg. No blood test or
waiting Ordained mminsTract IV: Being 5.519 Acres with 1300 feet of
BE YOUR OWN BOSS!
ter 800-408-8577
NOVUS Windshield Repair
road frontage.
270
Franchise 2500 operabons
Note: F.S.C.S. is showing 70 acres tillable
Mobile
worldwide Home bases
with 34.6 corn base 35.6 wheat, dark fired 0.85
Homes For Sale
Dynamic, growing industry.
and 63 lb. of Burley. All bases will transfer with
Low overhead. 8 days fac12x65 38R, I bath comfarm. All bases are for the 1995 crop year.
tory training Field support.
pletely set up on rented lot,
Tobacco barn will be reserved until 1995 crop
Financing availabie. John
needs work, $3000 obo
Hunter, 800-328-1117.
comes out. Property will be selling absolute to
Call 753-6012
the highest bidder. You can see this property
110
1994 MOBILE home set in
and day before sale date. 674-5523 or 759quiet park, 8x12 storage
2020.
lastmodoit
bid , 16x80 3br,, 2 bath,
Terms: 10% down day of sale cash balance
utility room, all electric,
BECOME A MEDICAL
with passing of deed within 30 days.
$26,000 firm Ready to
TRANSCRIPTIONIST. Opmove in. Call Rogers Enter
Note:
This
is
a
court
ordered
sale:
94-Hportunity to work at home or
prises, 753-5140 or alter
00031-001
in office typing for doctors_
6pm. 753-2217
Home study. Free literaBetty Risco', Guardianship
ture. P.C.D.I., Atlanta,
'78
14x70 MOBILE Home
For Etta Winchester, Owner
Georgia. 800-362-7070
$8,000 obo 759-9236
Sale Conducted Jointly With:
Dept. YYL742
Waldrop & Associates Real Estate
MOBILE Home Loans, 5%
down, refinancing, equity
Appraisers & Consultants
12n
loan, tree sellers package,
104 North 4th St. - Suite El
land/home loans Green
Murray,
Kentucky
(502)
759-2020
Computers
Tree
Financial,
1s1 CHOICE IN COMPU800 - 2 2 1 - 8 20 4 .
TERS, OFFICE FURNI800-554-8717 Nation's
Real Estate & Auction
TURE, SERVICE, AND
leading financier of mobile
Lowes,KY (502)674-5659 or(502)674-5854
TRAINING. HAWKINS
homes!
Franklin
J
Wilkerson
674
5580
Dale Harris 670 5854
RESEARCH, 1304-E
Auctioneer ill Real Estate
Auctioneer it Real Estate
WHY Pay More? Quality
CHESTNUT ST. 733-7001
Broker
Broker
homes at affordable prices
Tom Emery 851 3662
Fred Nester 247 6752
Come by and see why
140
Apprentice Auctioneer
Dinkins Mobile Homes, Inc
Sera
Coco Wilkerson 670 55110
is one of the southeast
To Buy
k.
•
•
Apprentice Auctioneer
largest & oldest dealership
Family Owned • Family Oriented
ANTIQUES by tie piece or
of quality built manufacCi
collections 753-9433 day
cf
'
tured homes, Hwy 79 E
,PACE doesn't cost if PAYS'
or night.
Paris, Tn 1-800-642-4891

_
GOiNG____=GOINE--7--GONE:

Mobilo
Name Per Rent

tles:

213F1 no pea 753-9866

KENTUCKY Lake, LakeSHADY Oaks 2 or 3br, kind Wesly Village, lb/
elecinc or gas Wellung da apartment, utilities in
trance to college 753-5209 duded, rent based on income 66 & °icier, or handicap & disabled Equal
285
Housing Opportunity
Mobb
502-364 8888
He.. Lass Fes Rea
CLEAN small park
$100vmo 492 8488
MOBILE Home Village
$80/mo, water turnahed
Coleman RE 753-9898
290
Hosing
And Cooing
HEAT Pump, Trans Weath •
*mon. elect, 2'4 tons.
8yrs old, good condition,
8.450 firm 753 2584

SAT,OCT 14T11, 1995 AT 10:00 A.M.
EL muy BRYAN,

THERE IS A LOT OF QUALITY A
THIS AUCTION!DON'T MISS IT!

COME PREPARED TO SPEND THE DAY

NOW taking applications
tor Section 8 low rent hous
wig Apply in person at
Southsids Manor, 906
Broad St Extended between flam 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity

300

SOMEONE to share ex
Business
pontos in country home
Rentals
Animals welcome
UPSTAIRS office space $180/mo Also horses
Located Downtown $95, boarded, $45/mo
$175 $575 Size of rooms 436 5572 or 753 0516
vary Some wavindosvs In
330
cludes all utilities
Rooms
753-1266
For Real
OFFICE or retail space,
ROOMS for rent, utilities
121 By Pass 600sq ft
$275/TO,
1000sq furnished. 1624 Hamilton
ft-$475/mo, 1600sq ft- Shown by appointment
only, 759 9186 or
$750/mo 753-6855
759-9625
RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612
SPACIOUS 1450 sq ft office space with kitchen
1205 Center Drive off Hwy
641 N easy access to Murray area Plenty of parking
space Call 753-6529

VA :11- 1.3'LokiVA-Ali/4 CqZ.b

ANTIQUES • ANTIQUES • ANTIQUES

MURRAY Manor Apart
ments now aocepong applications for 1 2tx apartments Apply in person
1 30pm 4pm Mon Fri,
1409 Duigiucl Dr

1,2,3BD opts Furnished,
very nice near lASU No
pets
75 3 1 2 5 2
days 753-0606 after 5pm
1BR & efficiency, nice. near
MSU. available now Coleman Real Estate
753-9898
1BR

Furnished

a t

RENTED

1BR, 1 Bath, wild hook-up
stove & tetra) furnished
electric heat. $300/mo , no
pets 753-2905 753-7536
38R, 1'4 baths, great Mur
ray neghborhoodl Large
den central gas h/a Available immediately,
$6251mo plus deposit
753-8734
3BR 1 Bath appliances
furnished, $395/rno plus
deposit 753-0095

Reuses
fer Rest
3 BR, I bosh, central gas
h/a
1501 Belmont,
5525/lease & deposit
753-8769
FOR rent, 3 bedroom
house, 907 N. 18th
492-8225
FULLY furnished homes on
Ky Lake, Wales Ind 6150
to $225 per wk prepaid by
tie month, Paradise Resort 502 436-2767
NICE 3br, partially kin
shed house in the county
Cal shot 5pm 753 7845

For Rid
Or Leese
CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s '
$20 $40/mo 7594081
FOR rent 12x27 storage
bid 10 Overhead door,
more silo Rogers Enter
prises 753 5140
RENTAL space now avail
able East Side Boat & Miry
Storage 759 9835
370
Livestock
& &Wise
11YR Old Quarter horse
mere, Sorrel color, neck
reins good, 142 hands
489 2300
2YR Old Gelding saddle
horse, broke & ready to
ride 753 6675 after 6
AOHA- 16'4 H, Sorrel 6yr
old gelding, very large, but
gentle Incentive fund,
$2,500 753-6840 after 5
RED Barzona
492 8723

Bull

ROLLS of hay Need lust
one delivered. call
753 0062

Real Estate Auction
Oct. 201 at 5 p.nt

grounds 753-3139
1 OR 2br apts new downtown Murray 753-4109

get. ea

2BR Duplex in Northwood
no pets, $325/mo
759-4406
5 ROOM Apt or office
space, located at 703 S 4th
St., Murray See Carlos
Black Jr at Black's Decorating Center or call
753-0839 or 436-2935
BLOCK from water, good
neighborhood, nice 2br,,
Duplex, $250. Water,
. washer & dryer..included
Call 527-9639.

2 bedroonvijaity,,kitchen & living room
comb., one bath. Located on lot No. 113- size
75 X 150 ft. in Panarama Shores. Also
adjoining No. 114, .4 acre lot to be sold
separate then combined. Statements at time
of sale take precedence over advertising 20%
down balance 30 day or delivery of deed

Wilson Realty

• RENTED
MUR CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity

Wayne Wilson Broker
Phone 753-5086
Miller
Associate & Auctioneer
Dan

JAMES Ft. CASH

It]

AUCTION

ESTATE AUCTION
Sat., Oct. 14th, 10:00 a.m.
Big Sandy, Tennessee
DIRECTIONS: From downtown Big Sandy take 2nd St. to 4th St. Take 4th St. to
3rd & Jay St. Signs will be posted.
Kennon Auction Co. has been commissioned to sell the personal property of
the late Bea Lee as well as the equipment from Mr. Larry Waters who has quit his
cattle operation.
ESTATE ITEMS INCLUDE: Antique oak bed, nice antique oak claw footed
dresser, marble topped dresser base, inlaid parlor table, oak library table and
matching chair, empire style rocker, early American sofa & chair, end tables,
coffee tables, assorted lamps, leather chair & ottoman, good bookcase, bedroom
suite, metal bed, elec. hospital bed, Admiral 20.3 cu ft. chest freezer, G.E. stove,
G.E. refrigerator, good breakfast table & 4 chairs, glass topped table & 4 chairs,
microwave, several small kitchen appliances, lots of kitchen utensils, assorted
glassware and flatware, set of like new cookware, pressure cookers, several
good pots & pans, cast iron skillets, muffin and corn stick pans, assorted
household tools, 2 stools, old ladder back chairs, credenza, 2 wash tubs & stand,
metal wardrobe cabinets, fan, 220 heated hanging lamp, several good braided
rugs & rag rugs, flat irons. cotton cards, 1 gal. "On The Square" whiskey jug from
Paducah, Ky., old wood boxes, blue fruit jars, cotton cards, assorted lawn and
garden tools, snapper 8 HP riding mower and much more..
MR. LARRY WATERS EQUIPMENT
273 New Holland baler, 263 New Holland disc mower, 256 New Holland rake,
425A Arts Way Grinder Mixer, 150 bushel grain wagon. 20 ft goose neck stock
trailer. 18 ft hay trailer, 4 in. irrigation pump.(PTO driven wi2000 ft of aluminum
pipe and all the fittings), platform livestock scales w/cage. feed troughs, hay
rings. etc. Large wooden grist mill & extra parts. Maytag engine & parts, 3 HP
McCormick 1 cyl. engine, Domestic 2 cyl pistol pump w/Continental engine on
large steel truck, Wisconsin 1 cyl. engine, antique oak dresser.
AUCTIONEER NOTE: If you're looking for good household merchandise as well
as good clean hay equipment, then please make plans to join us for this sale.
TERMS OF SALE: Cash or check with bank letter required by all persons not
known by auction company..,no exceptions!!!

KENNON
co.
AUCTION
JOE D. KENNON • Auctioneer
Phone 901-642-3750
RT. 5• PARIS, TN 38242• FIRM LIC. #1082

Col. Paul Wilkerson & Sons

Bogard Realty & Auction Co.
•
* 411 I Iighttas 79. Bum-. TN. 37058 *
"In Business Since 1966"
*
*
615-232-5150
*

1.aisiNe 018 - Mae 11.1Lenw *
tfPI 521

*******************

NOTICE OF EXECUTORS REAL ESTATE AUCTION
The house and lot of the Bea Lee estate will be sold at 1P:00 noon on October
14th, 1995 to the highest bidder for cash This older home is located in Big
Sandy, Tennessee at the comers of 3rd & Jay Street. The properly is 1.5
acres and has a 4 bedroom home that would make excellent income ptoperty or
a starter home and is located within walking distance of Ky Lake The home will
be open for inspection on Thursday. October 12th and Friday. October 13th from
4 p.m. til 6.00 p.m. and prior to the auction Saturday, October 14th. For more
information and terms of sale please call Ken Merritt at (901) 593-0335
By Ken Merritt Executor, Estate of Beatrice Lee
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itiri

Public

Sib

We

_

2 FEMALE 13aagle pups
1 yr old $500/both
437-4829

rimm_p„...„

.1 III

Pubiki

.

Fri.,

Oct. 13

south of Murray,
second house.
Well pump, tools,

FULL Blooded Chow Chow
puppies, $75 753 0093 at
tar 5prn

knick knacks, lots
of odds and ends.

MINIATURE Chinese Pug,
black male, 5mos old test
shots, $60 489-2787

1

PIGMY
Goats
502-388-9974 after 7pm

Garage Sale

ROTTWEILER puppies.
AKC $200/ea Black Labs,
AKC females, 4/mos old
$175itia 502 527 5224

Fri., Oct 13 &
Sat. 0c1.14
1408 Dudley
8 a.m.
Furniture, storm doors
& windows, children &
adult clothing, books,
sewing
machine,
queen spnng & mattress & much more!

BEAUTIFUL building lots,
Coles Campground Rd,
25,000 sq ft. city water 8
gas You pick at $6,500iea
Mix-Cal Realty, 753-4444

Simko'

Caw

For ewe

..4.
—
I Ii) XG114.1 Lcri
across ra
from Golf Course, has
foundation with blue prints
City water, gas, cable.
$15,000 Rogers Enterprises, 753-5140 or after
6pm 753-2217

470
.
Motarcyces

1

1983 HONDA 500 Shadow
veaaddle bags & windsNew Bleak, yore good conaeon 753 1164

5HP Briggs 8 Stratton 2
sealer go-cat Ready for
. $300 753,8083 after

En

530

Si i

tkisd

NEW home ready now 3br
2 bath, master bath has
reielpool 9ft °Wings. herdwood soon, custom ca.
tenets, feepleos, Iota of
closets, 3,300 $44 e in
Southwest Villa SubdrviRESTRICTED lot in lake won Clio
now at 753-4873
wade.
'
"'" near Paled
" NICE 3br , with attached
Resort Yiooded and Pr*
fenced back yard in
TVA contour, only $10.900 garage,
ban, $58.500 753_6855
Cal Cenaey 21, Loretta
Jobs Realtors, 753-1492
PURYEAR, large histonc
home On 4 We.. 58,60
tin
barn, other out-buildings,
I $49.000 502-376-2025

Hwy. 121 South,
turn right on A.G.
Hale Road ,7 miles

FOR sale maks Cocker
Spaniel puppies, blonde
sonw wispoes, $75 After
5pm, call 753-5113 or
492 8618

440

Howe
Ra Mb

awe i
CAI CI
-,
nw,wwww.`' ..,' `
414.1e
gall'
.. 11..
-brscal.
lake WC.
"in KaraudlY
From $8,900
Finaniang
Free color brochure Cal
800 858-1323, eat
3957 Woodland acres

Yard Sale

DOG obedience classes or
MVOS $41/1111g MUrrIlly 14
years 436-2858

IIIII/

Services
Offered

WWII

Serrices
Offered

1992 PONTIAC Bonneville, A 1 Tree professionals KITCHEN CABINE
T RE- LICENSED to electric and
excellent condi
Sluff, removal. Imo afar,' FACING Make
.
your old gas 753-7203
tires a recent tune-up. M. aennag
Murray' Cal°
Van with Form
"AN LONG Lde, repair leaks
Mimi nu , $10 500 Call "y County &ince 1980 "el
colors, free estimates
753_6655
Free estimates 436-2247 wow., Ftwomst.)
rod sink li
man lines
.
Muray,now
or 492-8737
7
Same day service
KY 4365560
436-2654
. A and A Lamb's lawn mow
495
Lake Brother Home im _ pwmgiNG repairs rot
mg, light naukng• mulollnil , provements. remodeli
ng.
leaf raking, tree trimming ,
Yaw
additions, roofing. siding, service 436-5255
Mark 436-2528
tree estimates 436-2269
1988 FORD Falcon ConSEAMLESS gutters in
version Van, 250 chase. ALL around "aukng• funk LAMB Brothers Tree SIM- stal
mwtrr
eitiniitlei
Gucw
iercwi
c,
351, V8 engine, 34xxx mi , clean u•• mulching, raking, , vice,
sturnp removal,gear
Self-contained RV, tree work Reasonable mg Licensed
8 sawed. 753-6433
rates, Joe 436-2867
$ 1 3 , 500
firm
F rea
as time t•s
SUREWAY Tree 8 Stump
502 489-2457
ANTIC)!IF rahn/shinn flu. 5 0 2 - 4 3 6 - 5 7 4 4 , Removal Insured with
full
naure repair 8 custom 1-800-548-5262
hne of equipment Free es
rinneiwt-r
iunci
7.53.110.5f
__-____.
____.i
--• .__.
.1
Ur-hales
L.CC 0
1 %•LCA1/11•
753_5484 Day or night
Used
APPLIANCE REPAIRS ING Carpet ill Furniture
Trucks
i
F
boned by 3
cleaning Free esbmates THE Gutter Co Seamless
1968 FORD pick-up, white. manufacturers All work 753-5827
aluminum gutters, variety
6 eye', $800 obo Ph
and pant warranted Ask
of colors Licensed, in
LEWIS EXTERIOFt
753-6086
for Andy at The Appliance
s
759
ured
Estirnate available
4690
CLEANING Houses, rno-,--1972 CHEVY 4X4, Works. 753-2455
bile homes, brick 8 vinyl
75g-9890
APPLIANCE SERVICE buildings, R V '8, siciew- WALTER'S Contracting,
elks Free Estimates
Gerald Walters, owner.
1977 FORD F-100 with tool
Kenmore, Westinghouse, 602_753
_6490
Vinyl siding, painting
box, runs great, $1350
Whirlpool 30+ years exdecks, additions, roofing
753-2339, 753-8767
pe r 1ence
BOBBY J 8 J CONSTRUCTION 20yrs
experience. bee est
,
HOPPER, 436-5848
Contractors, wood con1984 FORD F-250 diesel
mates 753-2592
structio(1
. remodeling, ache
track cum good. $4,000
BACKHOE SERVICE uon
,
, traroings, garages.
WOOD VCR- repairing
502-354 9232
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
roofing, etc. Good work, VCR's camcorders, MOM
inalsaliatinci• , •ranar roulacm.
••
..
•
-.—
1987 MAZDA B-2000 ext
WSW prices ana P
wkritib
Tree esti
r
1
ment 759-1515
cab, price reduced due to
ifitilelli 1
1 OW 1
I- 11:11V EI-JIMUCIIU5 1
hail damage 753-6063 atBACKHOE Servioe - ROY
ZEBS VCR Repair- tree
HILL. Septic system, driveter 5Pm
estimates, cleaning 515,
o
wtc
ays7,59
haul_4664
ing,
foundabo
ns.
FOUR
Star Mobile Home, average repair,
1990 MAZDA B 2200. pis,
530
parts 8 service Everlock 753-3557
p/b, air, 56xxx mi, 53650
obo 435_4556 allay 6pm
BACKHOE Service, com- rin yl underpining lifebme
'
, warranty, tan, beige,
plebe foundations, sepbc
white, HANDYMAN Co roofing,
1991 NISSAN Pathfinder.
siding. remodeling and
grey.
492-848
8
systerns
R
H
Nesbitt,
Con5sp , loaded, low miles, exhome repair 474-8621
str
Phone
492-8516
,
cellent condition Call
pager 762-7221
..
753-9339 after 4
BOB'S Plumbing Service. ...iirmillk.41rNiesof' '
1992 GMC Sonoma GT.
Installation arid r
. , all
•
69xxx miles, V6, loaded,
work guaranteed.
Orialar
retail $12000 will sell for
•S
753-113
4
or
436-583
2
$9,800 753-7728

5m
9
XR 75 Honda det bike Less
BEAUTIFUL 2 acre than 700 mi , $650
wooded lot, located near 753-0062
Coles Carnoaro
_ und,- septic
• in
tank, well, utility pole
leareast •• woo
eluded Also has concrete I
815 Sharps St
I
Cars
hooters. good for trailer,
Yard Sale
Fri., Oct. 13th $18,000 obo 753-1950.1- 1977
1605 Kirkwood Dr.
OLDSMOBILE CutSat., Oct. 14th
ter Seel
lass Salon, 2dr, black with
Fri, Oct 13
8 a.m.-3 p.m.
SOUTHWEST area 1•4 bucket seats, res.p/b, 350
7 a.m.-12 Noon
sasbuoomgjots, each with cubic in engine Call
Antiques,
furniture,
Sat, Oct 14
household goods, sport200ft road frontage, re- 753-4824.
7 a.m.-9 a..
m
ing items, toys, small
826 Hurt Dr.
s I r i c t ed. $ 1 2 • 500 1981 GRAND Prix,
good
Microwave can, recliner
435-4548 after 5prn
appliances, pet carriers,
condibon. cold air, 51,500
full
size
iron
bed, oak twin
Fri. & Sat.
clothing (woman 12-14,
753-6885
size headtoard, gun race
450
girl 12, boy 8)
utile cart, speaker box kir
1981 OLDS Cutlass LS,
8 a.m. until ?
Fenn*
full sae Chevy truck, men's
good engine, good
For Sale
& women's clothes, houseWinter clothes, misc.
good kanaPortaboe,
LAND for sale. 5 to 300 50
hold mac, some antiques
tra2
n6
-753 5561
acres, 753-1300 Owner
BUILDER new homes, garCUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
1982
financing
Celica GT, 1993 TOYOTA piu , white
.. . TOYOTA
.
_
CUSTOM WOODWOROUNG
. additioni Tripp Willatback, 5sp., custom wishell, a/c, exceilent conhim,
"
: 753_0563
TOBACCO barn for sale. wheats,
rk
AII Types Of:
Michain, 189xxx (Aeon, egxxx mi. $8,000
•
Carport
with land 753-1300
Custo
re $1,500. 489-2486
m
WoodworkIng
obo 753-8356 leave
BUSHHOGGING Gardens
518 So. 13th St.
message
plowed, disked, driveways ,
&
121 South
1984 LEBARON needs
46B
& Sat
graded
Milt Jones
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
work , $8 00 obo
Homes
1994
CHEVY
extende
d
Lynwoo
437
4030
d
Estates
Oct. 13 & 14
S
Oct. 13 & 14
50 2 - 3 54 - 9 2 3 2
• Drop by and see our showroom
o r eab, 759-9890
For Sale
•
3rd house on left
492 SUNBURY , MURRAY (Behind Bunny
502-753-4081
7 am - ?
Clothes all sizes,
CARPET
&
Upholste
Bre44)
ry
)
I
•
3 BEDROOM, brick home
y,
TON
Chevrolet
,
4
wheel
753
5940
dewing,$25 00 per room. -C.L.
Fri., Oct. 13
buckets & baskets,
500 S. 13th St.
t
ak\
l
i ....ramoreea.____Ap..
with large garage, 4A 1986 GFiAND Am,4dr .a/c, drive, 1985, low miles,
436
F re_ 2654
e deodorizing. .• V
cruise, pib. pis, amilm stequilts, quilt tops, dolls,
good
miles
trom
a.m.-5
9
Murray
condition
p.m.
Lots
on
474-2111
121
N
of
good
reo
tape player, 51,500 alter 5pm
toys-all kinds, dishes,
in Stella. Information
clothes,
Clothes, dolls, flatceiling
sheets are available in the obo 753-3938 after 5pm.
CARPORTS for cars and
scrap lumber, fire77 GMC pick up. good me- trucks
fan, tire, ferns, silk
ware, rocker, and
self-service box at the end
Special sizes for
screen, shoes, quilt
1967 CHEV Celebrity, very cbanical, $1250 753-0114
of the driveway or call
motor home, boats. RVs
flowers, arrangemuch more.
clean, 93xxx mi , new
scraps, misc. items,
759-9733
a/c,bming gears. rak 8 92 CHEVY S-10 Tahoe, and etc Excellent protecments and more.
Auto. • Commercial • Residential
-f
,,,
V6, tinted windows, tion, high quality, excellent
3BR, 1A bath on 4 acres. Pk", 51'95°
753-9830
headlight-tailight covers, value Roy Hal 759-4664
.......,. o .....,....... .................. 113f Som.
. .
-- - - _
bedcover, S8,500
off 783 N, mid 80's Call
CHIM Chim Chimney
1987 CUTLASS Supreme 753-5002 after 5 00
Garage Sale
* Storm Windows, * Patio Doors
759-4630 after 6pm or
Carport Sale
''
Sweeps
has 10% senior
Brougham very sharp &
leave message
citizen discounts We sell
1013 Sharp
* Insulated Glass,
Hwy. 641 North, right
dean Call 492-8566 after
510
chimney cape and screens
at Hwy. 1824, 2 Mlles
Thurs. & Frt.
3BR, 1 bath, brick, 3 mites 4Pm
435-4191
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
on left past Almo
So 121 City water & cable,
Open at 7 a.m.
1987 TOYOTA Camry weCampers
new
store.
roof
&
decking,
COOKSEY'S PLUMBING
Antique occ table,
Central gon, auto, aic, pis, cruise.
FREE ESTIMATES
ha, recently redecorated, am/fm
Fri. I Sat
New Installation- Repairsquirrel cage, blower,
cassette, 35mpg. 29 FT Airstream, new in
side, rear bath 753-0114
559,500 759-1874 days. 188,x
Replacement 436-2667.
8 a.m.-?
717 4th St. Murray
xx mi.. excellent con753-4527
ceramic tile saw, old
759-4561 evenings
New Sega CD's, new
dition,
$2150
436-561
MOTOR
0
Rome.
factory
air,
COUNTE
RTOPS, custom
wood boxes, material,
Minolta and Cannon camgenerator, good tires, Ford Homes, trailers. offices
..._
assort. glassware &
— • ' -"' L'''''' s''' '' 11.°13 r`J"
'
1- I surus "a- chassis, low mileage
era accessones, stereo,
acres,
East of Murray in gon, 120,xxx
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
mi $2,500 753_0376
housewares, plants,
Palestine Church Corn- obo
chest, curtains, dishes,
436-5560.
489-2212
books, :C10theS &
munity, $49,500 Call after
children
and
adult
1-988 MERCURY Tracer, TRAVEL Trailer, 261t, a/c, CUSTOM bulldozing and
5.00, 753-4038
much more.
clothes, Other items.
furnace, sleeps fotir,- backhoe *ark, septic Sysair. PLASM
_ _ 93XXX miles
"es,
c• — -. LI 11
..
.-.— ... nr I n•ca -s..-4C,/ LA.)
3BR duplex for sale 35rnoc acoaeant conciamn' .4
0,10 di Mk/ •
It:NUS , JO*.-0 It) I WW1 A—
pm,
„
caunputruunu, Alli0111, ny
753-7947
normue
await
$2900, 753-9004
3BR duplex for sale
0 COLSON, roohng. sel1988 PONTIAC Grand Am,
520
753-5114
mg, general home repairs
4cir , auto, pis, tilt, cruise.
Boas
474-8739
4 to 5 BR, Brick house, 2 new air 8 brakes Call
Ii Motors
garages 8 1 7 acres, in 759-49M
16FT. PolarKraft, 51in , DECKMASTER Decks
Fri. Only
town Located at 317 N 7th
1989 PLYMOUTH Sun- bottom, 72,n, beam, 40hp built, repaired, replaced
,
St
8-?
Call Keith Black at dance, a/c,
Fri., Oct. 13 &
power, cruise. Evinrude. Motorguele troll- also roofing, siding, remod753-0839, 7am-5pm
121 N to Stella, turn
maintained, reliable, $4200 mg motor, Eagle fish finder, eling
Sat., Oct. 14
and repair 474-8636.
aair.it 1-u-aa.
on 1-1*ry 299 (Kirskey
en. .........m,
9 hem314 °t:(7' 762-4052,
$1,850 753-6226,
.................
.........., .....,..
•
8-?
Liti TV11/4LL, Firubrwiy, rig753-4168.
815 So 9th St, newly cede- 1990 HONDA
Hwy) in front of the
Acccird EX,
pairs, additions and blow1667 Ryan
corated, $74,000, adjacent Teal Green,
6 mile marker
sunroof, new
lot on Glendale, $12,000
ing ceilings. 753-4761.
Antiques,
S30
baby
tires, $7,000 obo
Clothes, recliner,
436-5715.
Services
clothes, lots of misc.,
DRYWALL, finishing, re901-644-2643 (Pare)
odds and ends
Offered
pairs, additions and blowclothes for all sizes.
COMFY.. liaht
and airy
_
urori lov
e,,,,,,,,
, icial
....- ...._.....,.„
inew evailinrve 7471R1
New 3 bedrooms, 114 loacled.
Al
Al
A
TREE
SERVICE
,
"''‘
a20
brand n
bres. 1.
stump removal, tree spray- D W Welding, portable Alubathe, brick and Stone, lust owner, excellent condition
Hew
.
now
on
market,
the
ing, hedge trimming, land- minum, mild steel. stainlocated
Leans
$8,700 436-2237
north of Murray Dial
scaping, mulchhauling & Is, cast iron Evening/
ATTENTION VETERANS
753-1492 Century 21, 1995 NEON, 2dr, white, mulch spreading, gutter weekend
hours Call David
Home loans to purchase or
Loretta Jobs Realtors Pr- 5sp, 753-5228 leave cleaning, Licensed & In- at 436-5638
,
refinance 100% purchases iced in the $50's
message
sured, Full line of equip/90% refinanced up to
ment, Free estimates Tim
CONDO on Lake Beritley, '67 VOLVO, 122, good eon$144,000 00 Phone Car
Lamb
438-5744, available Call 753-3193 af$2,000 Call
elk...ia...... 43.-..•„ft". downstaasumy 4 oex. 343f , dition,
1311‘,44
ter 6pm.
I
o • .o•. •. • .
1-800-54
"."
8-5262.
'
"w°
2 bath, new Berber carpet, 901 -b1/5-(173 11
Company, 615-684-1029
fully antlinad kite.han
AU
washer 8 dryer Pool, tenQualify Serve
Tree Trimming
I 6121:pith 9th St. •LILa
ds)
M"• 753-5719
rws court, club house 8
Reel
more, near Outlet Mall 8
Free Estimates .0
Tree Removal
Estate
1-24, Lyon Co Ky Reduced
21 Hour Sorvict \)itat •-: Stump Removal
Owner
2 8 1 UNIT Investmen $79,900
Cleanup Service
properties Some owner fi- 502-388-2332
Landscaping
-NPir Light Hauling, Etc.
nancing possible to quali- EXTREMELY nice brick,
Hodge Trimming
tied buyer Serious inque- just outside of town, 14
Full UN d
Tree Spraying
ies only, please 753-9208
baths, double carport, sun
Equipment
porch 8 nice work shop
4 ACRES mostly wooded Pr
"reduced Coleman
°swum/ & Oporatod By 71M LAMB
with nice 14x65 mobile
RE
753-9898
Liconsod & insured
home, septic system, deep
well, many Dogwoods
FOR Investors, 2812 sq ft
950ft road front, 4 5 new duplex, Falbrook Sub
mi .southwest of Murray
Rental income $1100/mo.
exoalent building site/sites
Price $130,000 492-8516
1..•:1E,,..-:
1 492-8738
.
__
or
or' 762-7221
, • i
wee in case of an error ..
4 _...i..,'
CUT die red tape by selling FOR SALE 2128 South"kAD
"
SW t',
%;
your
FCC°U04rdrilalet
real aliSa6Caltatiewa
eetate att auction z
west
D
Dr
it s
iri.,9.in Southwe
So3utBhilwest
s2t
Tor details call Wilson Re- Vale $119,500 3 BR, 2
.1,...
eo4
C..1111G
hiatta 9'
CV ceilings,
neuhnna taolurtrceco•J
alty 753-5086
baths,
whidpool
Prompt Professional Service
S
II
central gas heat, overAt Competitive Prices
HALEY Appraisals Bob tub.
head jam soo many more
Experienced builder of houses,
Haley, state certified
CUStOrn Home Building • All Types of Roofing
extras Cal 753-2473.
758_4218
garag
es, pole barns & storage
All Types of Flooring • Addibons • Remodeling
GATESBOROUGH Home
KOPPER
buildi
UD
ngs. Also remodeling. Call for
Realty
has
Pabos • Decks • Drywall • Siding
buyers waiting to purchase 4000•ft. 2 story, IBR first
estima
tes, no job too large or too
12 Years Expenence - Free EstimateS
hornes-al price ranges If floor, 4 baths. large g
i•
room
with
bar,
study
gas
Srr
i'
•.'
Toe are thinking of se/kr/9
.
Murray, Kentucky
„
contact one of our courts- heat 8 water Walnut cabinets, Conan vanities,
ous and professional large
dada
with gazebo,
agents at 753-1222 or stop
yard sprinkler system,
by office at 711 Main St
isnowd tr
rd tots•ol
ritypavillffM1910111.'111MIll'ilnosumpqmtniatwitrawmg
•
new
PURYEAR, 10 acres with items 8 extras, great for
tobacco bayje 159 acre kids
753-5940 or
base, pond, $25,000 20 436-5946
Specialene In Cullen Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
Acres,
'A woods, A dear NEW 3br , 17, bath house
Cabinets Need A New Look?
52°
"
0' 13.4141U1 "
bui
for sale by owner Located
us give your existing cabinets a facelift.
Let
saw
502-378
-2025
A Prciessiosal Serv ice
Ifl Cherry Hill Subdion It
Get that new cabinet look without having
1
• is FHA approved with ~nSpecializiag is Kitches' & Bathrooms'
to pay that new cabinet price.
tral
hie
city
water,
sewage.
/ •os. tb Yaw MouseimutA-11/11 IWO 11 SA Yea MAMA'
our Ad
Ti help yea pies year New lUklbse or Badman
& gal Cal 437-4893 Or
Ili US AT Nat NW LOCATION ON TIOt ligUAR2
Master Card
1
4374506
(men t• liars)
COUld
OPEN MON.-FRI. 9-5
.
Unfinished Oak Furniture
kw tree mole er ostmeldss.
NEW 3br , upper 70's, WI
753-0981
city utilities, outside city limINIVItensis I tit'i f If ffliftflVfiffeffIVNIIIIIIMOI
its 753-3672
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West KY Glass & Mirror
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Yard
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GAR F- II
CONGR
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/

64Spa
1 ceSTORAGE

Tree Service

Available
.4x5 .4x10 .5x10
-10x20 -10x25

502-436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262

ADVANCE ROOFING
-•'
`-•-:...04,F
,L----iu AND CONSTRUCTION

Call 753-5585

• i Will
• I iam Duncan 1 753-1916
Building Contractor

CLASSIFIED

753-5814

474-8267

M & M Remodeling
Service

Fot your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting
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DR. GOTT

DEAR DR GOTT I'm a male, age
60. and my usual blood pressure is
about 120,60 However. I've noticed
that it varies substantially during the
day and even in readings taken only a
few minutes apart How much variation is normal" Are the supermarket
blood pressure devices accurate, or
are they the cause of the variation"
DEAR READER Most people are
surprised to learn that the blood pressure literally varies from minute to
minute, depending on body position.
stress, activity, and a host of other
features, many of which are unknown.
At times, the blood pressure can fluctuate widely.
I remember a patient in the office
who had a blood pressure of 210/100. I
was concerned, sat him down in a
quiet room and told him to relax and
breathe deeply Within five minutes,
his pressure had fallen to 140 80, a
normal reading.
Evidently this patient was experiencing a stress reaction by being
examined (so-called "white-coat

hypertension"), once he relaxed, his
blood pressure readily fell to his
usual, more normal range Thus.
blood pressure variations simply
reflect the body's preparedness, if you
will, depending on circumstances
In addition, patients may make mistakes while taking their own blood
pressures Such errors often lead to
heightened anxiety, which, of course.
raises the pressure even further.
Finally, blood pressure machines in
supermarkets. pharmacies or malls
may not be accurate. These devices
use an aneroid (dial or digital display)
mechanism that periodically needs
recalibration. With heavy use, such
recalibration is seldom performed,
resulting in false readings.
This is the reason that the prudent
physician checks his own patients'
blood pressures. using a non-aneroid
mercury machine or an aneroid
device that has been appropriately
serviced and maintained.
Also, if the patient checks his own
pressure, the doctor will usually verify
these figures - - at least in the beginning -- by taking simultaneous read-

ings in the office.

June Hudson, enjoying her
final days as manager of Kenlake
State Resort Park, addressed a
reception held in her honor on
Oc.t 10. Hudson has been
appointed Kentucky Parks Commissioner by Gov. Martha Layne
Collins.
A page feature story and pictures on the building of the new
Baseball Field for Calloway
County High School on Highway
121 North are published. The
story and pictures are by Murray
Ledger & Times Sports Editor.
Residents of Fern Terrace
Lodge are pictured while on a
tour of the downtown fire station
as part of National Fire Prevention Week, according to Murray
Fire chief James Hombuckle.
Births reported include a girl to
Steve and Melissa Pedttigrew,
Sept. 29.

Blood pressures and the presence
or absence of hypertension are complex issues which demand that doctor
and patient work together, both for
diagnosis and monitoring.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "tlypertension.- Other readers who would like a copy should send
82 plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017,
Murray Hill Station, New York, NY
10150. Be sure to mention the title.
t995 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

DR. GOTT
PETER
••

GOTT, M.D.

Twenty years ago

Edward Hendon, plant superintendent at Murray Operation of
Tappan Co., has accepted the
position of superintendent of the
company's Springfield, Tenn.,
operation, according to D.W.

DAILY COMICS
BLONDIE
I THINK YOU'RE TAKNG
THIS THING ABOur IN-ONOsE
rts0VtNG HER

Dickson, general manager of the
Murray plant.
Flo and Stan Hendrickson
spoke on "Life in Afghanistan" at
a meeting of Zeta Department of
Murray Woman's Club. Stan was
a history and geography specialist
for Columbia University Teachen College and Flo was librarian
for the English International
School for four years at
Afghanistan.
Dr. Henry Frankling Paschall
of Nashville, Tenn., and the Rev.
M.M. Hampton of Williams, Ind.,
are speakers at the homecoming
today at Hazel Baptist Church,
according to the Rev. James T.
Garland, pasta..
Thirty years ago

Airman Third Class Bud E.
Stalls Jr. is stationed at Amarillo
Air Force Base, Texas.
Mrs. Harlan Hodges gave a
review of a cutting from the
book, Grandmother and the Priest
by Taylor Caldwell at a meeting
of Kappa Department of Murray
Woman's Club. Kappa officers
are Mrs. William T. Doss, Mrs.
Joe Pat Trevathan, Mrs. Donald
Tucker and Mrs. A.W. Simmons

TODAY IN HISTORY

THESE ARE THE'906! YOU
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By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Oct. 12, the 285th day of 1995. There are 80
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
In 1915, English nurse Edith Cavell was executed by the Germans
in occupied Belgium during World War I.
In 1933, bank robber John Dillinger escaped from a jail in Allen
County, Ohio, with the help of his gang, who killed the sheriff.
In 1942, during World War II, Attorney General Francis Biddle
announced that Italian nationals in the United States would no longer
be considered enemy aliens.
In 1960, Soviet premier Nikita Khrushchev disrupted a U.N. General Assembly session by pounding his desk with a shoe during a
dispute.
In 1964, the Soviet Union launched a Voskhod space capsule with a
three-man crew on the first manned mission involving more than one
crew member.
In 1973, President Nixon nominated House minority leader Gerald
R. Ford of Michigan to succeed Spiro T. Agnew as vice president.
Ten years ago: A Lebanese newspaper published a photograph of
what was purported to be the lifeless body of American hostage William Buckley, said to have been executed by Islamic Jihad.

CONTRACT BRIDGE
North dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH

world's foremost players.
The only catch is that all my
marvelous bids and plays take place
4642
while I'm asleep, and I must confess
AK
that there is an enormous difference
• Q 10 98 7 5
between the way I play when I'm
AK
awake and the way I play when i'm
WEST
EAST
asleep. In case you don't believe me,
49
+ A K87 5 3 just ask my partners how I play
V J 6 532
V 84
when I am not in the Land of Nod.
•A K
•J 2
Here is a typical example of my
48 7 6 4 2
4 10 5 3
prowess. I played the hand shown
SOUTH
just last night — while asleep, of
4 QJ 10
course. I was West and led the nine
V Q 1097
ofspades. My wife Sapphira won the
•6 4 3
trick with the king and continued
+ QJ 9
with the ace and a low spade.
The bidding:
lam sure that most players would
North East
South West
think South must now make the
1•
14
1 N'T
Pass
contract,since his only losers, as the
3 NT
cards lie, appear to be two diamond
Opening lead — nine of spades.
tricks. But, as I've indicated before,
Dear Mr. Becker: I have been a these players are totally unaware of
reader of your column for many years the brilliance of my play when I am
and have followed with interest your in the arms of Morpheus.
recital of the exploits of some of the
On the ace of spades I discarded
most prominent players in the world. the king of diamonds, and on the
However, though I've never won third round ofspades I discarded the
a national championship,or,for that ace of diamonds! As a result of these
matter, any other kind of champion- two plays there was nothing South
ship, I hereby stake my claim to at could do to avoid going down two.
least equal recognition as one of the
Cordially yours,Ananias Jones.

CATHY
THE
THE
THE
THE

FAUX
FAUX
FAUX
FAUX

ZEBRA JACKET...
LEOPARD SKIRT,
GIRAFFE SCARF
TORTOISE GLASSES...

THE FAUX TIErER 6LOYE5.71 TpuT IT ALL TO6ETHER
THE FAUX CROC BAG...
AND WHAT DO IOU HAVE
THE FAUX CHEETAH 6OOT5...
THE FAUX BEAR COAT...

??
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FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS
1

GARFIELD
GARFIELD, I WANT TO
CONGRATULATE YOU ON
STICKING TO YOUR DIET

DAV!g /o 12

MALLARD FILLMORE
Cf

FIV

AO* AriP \LAFIv 20104-a?..
!
-WE DiD0- tilkg 50
9fAy

33 "Cleopatra"
star
37 Nuptial
40 Old name for
Tokyo
41 After dark
(poetic)
42 Namesakes
of Alan Ladd
film
45 — powder
49 Mother's
sister
50 To the rear
52 Otherwise
53 Scottish
hillside
54 Fish eggs
55 Follows Mon
56 Bus letter
abbr
57 Affirmative
reply
58 Antitoxin

uninteresting
person

5 Music
character
8 A-F linkup
12 Iranian
money
13 Stray
14 Devastate
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patron saint
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22 Half-year
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23 Roman
bronze
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LOOKING BACK
Tea years ago

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1996
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10 Urgent
11 Slaughter of
baseball
19 Indian weight
21 '—Haw'
24 Permit
25 — —
standstill
26 Under lock
and —
28 "All My
Children"
character
29 Baseball stat
30 Dolores —
Rio
34 Connected
with fasting
period
35 Lync poem
36 — bead
37 Midler and
Davis
38 Turmenc
39 Bays
42 Textile fiber
43 William or
John
44 Body so
46 Fact that
helps solve a
mystery
47 Consumer
48 Elevated
ground
51 Enemy

Jr.
"Off to Frankton Friday to see
Kentucky State Police in action.
Joe Dick made the trip back in
May or June," from column,
"Seen & Heard Around Murray"
by James C. Williams, publisher.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Taylor
were married for 50 years Oct.
10.
The Rev. John Redden is the
new pastor of Spring Creek Baptist Church.
Forty years ago

Specialist Third Class James E.
Poole recently won the Carbine
Division of Seventh Army's Rifle
& Pistol Championship at Graffenwoehr, Germany. He is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Poole
of Murray.
Mrs. Owen Brandon led a
prognna on "Indian Americans"
at a meeting of Woman's Society
of Christian Service at Hazel
Methodist Church.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry Vaughn, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. J.D. Schroader, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. John Luther
Compton, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. John F. Daniel.
Mr. and Mrs. Lube Brown
were married 50 years Oct. 2.

DEAR ABBY

,

DEAR ABBY. My co-workers
and I have been reading your column for many years and sometimes
discuss the letters over lunch.
Today you printed a letter from
"Bride-to-Be," who was planning
her second wedding. She was worried because she wasn't a virgin and
her fiance wanted her to wear
white.
Abby, do you know where the
rule that only virgin brides can
wear white originated'? We all know
that rule has been relaxed in recent
years.
THE LUNCH BUNCH

DEAR LUNCH BUNCH:
That's an interesting question,
and one that has generated a
fair amount of mail since I
became Dear Abby.
A few years ago, I asked my
friend the late Edith Head (an
Academy Award-winning costume designer) that question.
She said that the literature concerning proper attire for brides
is surprisingly scant — there's
actually no "rule" which states
that only virgin brides may
wear white. She then informed
me that in ancient Rome, brides
were wrapped from head to toe
in orange-colored veils, and in
medieval times brides wore
red. The first white wedding
gown was worn by Anne of Brittany when she rnarritrd Louis
XII in 1499.
According to Millie Martini
Bratten, editor in chief of
Bride's magazine: "Red was the
favored color for brides during
the Middle Ages, and red is still
the preferred color for Hindu.
Islamic and Chinese brides. The
reason: Red is considered the
'color of celebration.'
"The white wedding dress is a
fairly recent tradition. Victorian
brides from privileged backgrounds wore white to indicate
they were rich enough to wear a
dress for one day only — but
still the majority at that time
wore only their best finery."
In further researching the
modern bridal dress code, my
staff discovered that in 1922,
Emily Post wrote: "Brides have
been known to choose colors
other than white. Silver is conventional and so is deep cream.
But gold cloth is more suitable
for a widow than a virgin
maid."
Also, Amy Vanderbilt wrote
in 1922: "The formal wedding
gown is generally white or
ivory, but delicate blue and
pink are sometimes seen."
* * *

DEAR ABBY: I am writing for
some advice to help "Lucy." my best
friend and roommate.
She would have liked to have
been married and had a child long
before now, but "Ronnie," her
boyfriend of two years, says he is
not ready for marriage or children.
He says he prefers their relationship to develop "naturally" — whatelver that means.
Lucy has decided to go off the
pill without telling Ronnie, hoping
to get pregnant so he will do the
right thing and marry her. She told
me that if Ronnie doesn't marry
her, she will raise the child alone.
A WORRIED FRIEND

DEAR WORRIED FRIEND:
Do Lucy a favor and discourage
her from trying to trap her
boyfriend in this deceitful way.
If Lucy's boyfriend marries
her because she is pregnant, he
will resent her for having
trapped him. (Also, there is the
possibility
that
Lucy's
boyfriend will not marry her.)
I doubt if your friend realizes
what a heavy responsibility it is
to raise a child — especially
alone. In addition, a child
deserves to be wanted by both
parents.
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Sign language course to be offered
Anyone who has ever wished
they knew sign language to facilitate communication with the hearing impaired will have the opportunity to learn a new language
without having to learn a new
vocabulary. An introductory course
to signing will be offered by the
office of community education at
Murray State University.
"Sign Language" will be taught
by Tyra Lokcy on Tuesdays and
Thursdays beginning Oct. 17 and
ending Dec. 7 Classes will meet
from 7 to 9 p.m. Course registration
fee is $70, and includes all neces-

sary materials. A continuation
course is planned for the spring
semester of 1996.
For additional information or to

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

PrICA

Chg

Dow Jones Ind. A vg. ........ +12.28
DJIA Previous Close ........4735.25
Air Products .................513/1 + s/s
A T & T................... 625/s + 3/4
735/s - 1/2
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton... 391/. • 1/4
Bristol Myers Squibb —.741/4 unc
CBT Corp. Ky.'.....201/411 211/4A
535/s + 11/s
Chrysler
Dean Foods....................281/2 unc
Exxon .................-............731/4 unc
303/4 + 5/4
Ford Motor
+ 3/1
General Electric
46 + 5/4
General Motors ....
613/4 unc
Goodrich
Goodyear.......................39% + 'Is
.925/s + 3/s
I B M.
35/i • 1
Ingersoll Rand
121/s - 1/8
K-Mart...........
295/s unc
K I Energy
325/s unc
Kroger
L G & E ...... ...........40s/s + 1/s
Mattel .
281/2 unc
395/, + 5/.
McDonalds
Merck
5974 • 1/s
J.C. Penney
471/1 +
Peoples First' ..... 211/2B 221/2A
Quaker Oats ..........
313/4 unc
Schering-Plough „r. 5154 • 1/1
Sears
• ""'"31T/1' + 1/4
Texaco.......... ..... .....651/4 + lis
Time Warner
3145/1 + 1/2
2954 + 1/1
UST.Wal-Mart
23/s + 5/s

• Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this
stock
price unchanged
UNC

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366

Art'
HILLIARD
LYONS

Actdit.onal
Intormabon
Available
Upon Request

.J I144W4 W L 1.kr•, k :AY*. NUE arid WC

ONE DAY ONLY!

register. call the office of community education at 762-2160 locally, or toll-free at 1 (800) 6697654.

4

Testing set for November
photo I.D. and completed AE-6
form on testing day.
To register or receive additional
information call(502)762-6851; or
stop by the Counseling and Testing
Center office in Ordway Hall, located on Olive Boulevard in Murray.

GED testing will be held Nov.
14-15 in Ordway Hall on the campus of Murray State University. The
testing is offered as a service of
MSU's Counseling and Testing
Center.
The test fee is presently $15.
Applicants are required to bring a

DO

HOG MARKET
Fodor& Stile Market kleiss Service Oct 12, INS
It co iv(Sy Nodose Are Rog AdarkA Report Nokias 3
Bum( Station Receipts: Act. 30 EA. VA barrows &
GA' 13e Metter Sows steady ISM higher
$4531-46.10
US 1-2 231-25e lb..
542.5445.00
US 1-2 214430 lbs...
1.45.1111-45.9
US 2-3 236.264 lbs._
$44-011-45.114,
US 3-4 250-274 lbs.Sows
833.14-34.01
US 1.2 271-15e lb..
134-411.34.N
US 1-3 31*-41111 lbs._
$36.1141-31.1011
US 1-3 44111-523 lbs.$411.141-43.1111
US 1-3 US mad up lb...
831.11133.011
US 2-3 340.5001 lb..loan $25.411

A

Deaths
Mrs. Nowata King Forres
Mrs. Nowata King Forres, 71, Hazel, died today, Oct. 12, 1995, at
2:50 a.m. at Puryear Nursing Home, Puryear, Tenn.
She and her husband, the late William Forres, operated U-Tote-Em
Grocery in Hazel for many years. She was a member of Hazel Baptist
Church.
Also preceding her in death were one son, Tony Forres, and one
half sister, Mrs. Joan Deford, St. Louis, Mo. Born June 7, 1924, in
Zalma, Md., she was the daughter of the late Lowell King and Avis
Slinkard King.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Peggy Taylor and husband,
Gary, Puryear, Tenn.; one son, Billy Forms and wife, Susan, Hazel;
four grandchildren, Greg Taylor, Charles Taylor and John Taylor,
Puryear, and Samatha Beal, Hazel; her stepmother, Mrs. Eloise King,
Murray; her stepfather, Bill Brian, Poplar Bluff, Mo.; two half sisters,
Mrs. Brenda Cissinger, Poplar Bluff, and Mrs. Polly Hurst, St. Louis,
Mo.
The funeral will be Sunday at 2:30 p.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel. The Rev. James Garland will officiate. Mrs.
Oneida White will present music. Burial will follow in Hazel
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. Saturday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hazel Community Center
at Hazel.

Subscribe or renew
your subscription for one.year
on Friday the 13th, 1995
and receive 13th Month FREE!!
Make Friday the 13th your lucky day by
subscribing to or renewing yout paper
subscription for one year.
Come by our office at 1001 Whitnell
Avenue anytime between 8 a.m.-5 p.m. on
Friday, October 13, 1995 to receive your
extra month FREE!!
Remember...this is a ONE DAY ONLY
offer! You must renew or subscribe this day
to receive your FREE month!!

Glen Billing-ton
Glen Billington, 62, Long View, Texas, died Wednesday, Oct. 11,
1995, about 3 p.m. at a hospital in Eldorado, Ark., while he was on a
business trip there.
He was a graduate of Murray High School.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Harriette Billington; one daughter,
Mrs. Jeannie Dussex and husband, Jerry, Long View, Texas; one son,
Jimmy Billington and wife, Angela, Eldorado, Ark.; his parents, Owen
and Elvie Billington, Murray; three sisters, Mrs. Mary Shipley and
husband, Dan, and Mrs. Martha Jackson and husband, Don, all of
Murray, and Mrs. Linda Lee and husband, Don, Bedford, Texas; four
grandchildren; one great-grandchild; several nieces and nephews.
A memorial service will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Lloyd
Funeral Home, Gilmer, Texas.

12 Month Subscription
$7200
Only

Plus...

Month FREE!!
13th
(Applies for local rates only)

Murray Ledger & Times
RECYCLE — KEEP OUR ENVIRONMENT CLEAN

•

Mrs. Sally Nance Livesay
Mrs. Sally Nance Livesay, 93, Sycamore Street, Murray, died Wednesday, Oct. 11, 1995, at 2 p.m at her home.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Clothes + Doctor)

Mrs. Dorothy Hagen Jennings

CLEANERS

Services for Mrs. Dorothy Hagen Jennings will be today at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Richard Denton will officiate. Music will be by the Choir of Good Shepherd
United Methodist Church with Betty Poole, pianist, and Diana Tatlock, soloist.
Pallbearers will be Johnny Jennings, James Jennings, Ronnie Hill,
Tim Butler, Michael Conner, and Marc Schecter. Burial will follow in
Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Jennings, 81, Rt. 7, Murray, died Tuesday, Oct. 10, 1995, at
12:05 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

You Asked For It

NOW IT'S HERE!
Starting Tuesday, Oct. 10th
we will start our in town pick-up
and delivery service.

••••mt

Mon.-Fri. 7-5, Sat. 8-Noon
Sala llama Cash & Cam'

YERS umber Co.

500 South 4th, Murray

c(
91
• to •

All pick-ups will be made on Tuesday
and delivered the following Friday.
For all of your cleaning needs

(502)7534450

call us at

THERE'S MORE

753-2276.

No one offers more than
Weather Shield. More styles,
shapes and sizes in our complete line of

TO SEE IN AN
energy efficient wood windows,
skylites, hinged or sliding wood
patio doors and steel insulated

WEATHER SHIELD
entrance systems. See Weather
Shield windows and doors at the
address below.

WINDOW
When you're through looking, we
think you'll agree, there's more
to see in a Weather Shield
window.

Time To Replace Those Old Windows?

• A

With the onset of cold weather, now may be the perfect
time for new windows. We carry a complete line of
energy effclent wood windows, skylites, patio doors and
steel insualted entrance systems

Hours: Mon.-Frt. 7 a.m.-8:X p.m., Sat. 8 am.-12 p.m.

521 S. 12th St. (Old

J•rry's Rostaurant)
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